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Abstract
This thesis presents the results of a laboratory study on subharmonic resonance of a series of
proposed flood gates designed to protect the city of Venice from high tides during storms. These
gates will be hinged along a common axis to form a barrier that will span across the Malamocco,
Chioggia, and Lido inlets of the Venice Lagoon acting as a dam against the high waters of the
Adriatic Sea. During severe storms, air will be pumped into the gates forcing them to rise from
the seabed to form an inclined barrier. Previous investigations have shown that trapped waves
may form around the articulated barrier and be resonated by incident waves at frequencies
approximately twice the natural frequency of the trapped mode. When subharmonic resonance
occurs, the gates oscillate out-of-phase with respect to one another thereby reducing or
destroying the ability of the barrier to maintain a mean sea level difference.
In this study we investigate the nonlinear gate response to steady and unsteady waves
incident on the barrier. The experiments in this thesis complement the theoretical work done by
Sammarco (1996). In the steady waves experiments, the incident wave parameters are
incrementally changed over time to show hysteresis in the subharmonic gate response. The
hysteresis experiments are focused on Mode 1 resonance and are performed in a 0.38m wide by
24m long flume using a 2-gate barrier model. Mode 1 resonance occurs when adjacent gates
oscillate 1800 out-of-phase with the same amplitude. In the unsteady wave experiments, also for
Mode 1, the incident wave modulation parameter space is explored in order to find
characteristics typical to the onset of chaos. These experiments are performed in a 3m wide by
11 m long section of a wave basin using a 13-gate barrier model. The power spectra, time series,
phase trajectories, and Poincare map are plotted to show the presence of period doubling, period
quadrupling, chaos, and frequency-shifted period doubling in the response of the gates.
Thesis Supervisor: Chiang C. Mei
Title: Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The city of Venice lies in the center of a crescent shaped lagoon in Northern Italy. Throughout
much of their long and rich history, the Venetians have been successful at controlling the state of
the lagoon and thus the fate of their city. However, on November 4, 1966, torrential rains
combined with powerful gale force winds and high tides created the worst flood the Venetians
had ever experienced. Since then, the Venetians have been plagued with high tides that awash
their famed Piazza San Marco as well as other low-lying areas about 40 times a year.
The two main factors responsible for Venice's flooding problems are land subsidence
caused by decades of pumping water from the area's underlying aquifer and eustatic movement,
i.e., the global rise in the mean sea level. As global warming associated with the greenhouse
effect becomes more pronounced, scientists expect further rises in the mean level of the sea.
Engineers working on Venice's flooding problem expect the tidal level to rise another 60cm over
the next century (Haberman 1989). With the future of Venice and its historical legacy at stake,
the Italian government has embarked on an ambitious plan to save Venice from the encroaching
sea.
The plan will use a barrier of rectangular hollowed steel sluices to span across the three
inlets of the Venice Lagoon acting as a dam against the high waters of the Adriatic Sea. These
gates will be hinged along a common axis onto concrete caissons resting on the seabed. In fair
weather, the gates will be filled with water and suspended in their recesses within the concrete
caissons. In this position, the gates will not interfere with shipping or natural flushing of the
lagoon by tides. During severe storms, air will be pumped into the gates forcing them to rise
from the seabed to form an inclined articulated barrier against the sea. This mobile barrier can
respond to wave forces while still maintaining the mean sea level difference between the Lagoon
and the Adriatic. This plan calls for twenty gates to span the Malamocco and Chioggia openings
and forty gates for the larger Lido inlet.
The Italian government chose the gate barrier over other solutions to solve Venice's
flooding problem for environmental, economical, and aesthetic reasons. Environmentally, the
gates will not obstruct the natural tidal flushing of the lagoon which is critical to its ecosystem
and essential for pollution control. Likewise, the gates will minimally interfere with shipping in
the lagoon necessary for the economic survival of the region. Aesthetically, the gates will not
spoil the view from the city of Venice where tourism is the primary industry. Overall, the gate
barrier is probably the best solution to save the city; however, no solution is perfect and these
gates are no exception.
When a preliminary design of the gates was first tested at Estramed, researchers noticed that
an usual out-of-phase phenomenon occurred in the gate barrier when the incident wave was
approximately twice the natural frequency of the barrier. They described this phenomenon as
self-excitation, but were unable to determine its cause. Mei et al. (1994) discovered that this
self-excitation was caused by subharmonically resonated evanescent trapped waves around the
gates. The term subharmonic refers to the fact that the resonating frequency is one-half the
frequency of the incident wave. Their experiments showed that the power spectrum of the wave
field near the gates had energy at both the incident wave frequency and half the incident wave
frequency whereas the field far from the gates only had energy at the incident wave frequency.
Generally speaking, near is within two gate widths and far is everywhere else. The trapped
waves, similar to edge waves on a beach, are short-crested and decay exponentially away from
the gates. In summary, the out-of-phase motion of the gate is the physical manifestation of a
resonating trapped wave near the gates at one half the natural frequency of the incident wave. In
turn, the incident wave frequency must be approximately twice the natural frequency of the
barrier for subharmonic resonance to occur.
Because the barrier is composed of many gates, its natural frequency depends on the
patterns formed by the phase differences between adjacent gates. Each pattern is called a mode
and each mode has its own natural frequency. The most dominant mode has adjacent gates
oscillating 1800 out-of-phase with the same amplitude. Using the conventions set in Sammarco
(1996), we will refer to this mode as Mode 1. Higher modes exist; however, we do not study
them in this thesis, so they will not be described. For a description of higher modes and how
they are defined, see Sammarco (1996).
As far as the individual gates are concerned, subharmonic resonance is not a problem. The
resonance can produce higher oscillations, but it should not have any detrimental physical effects
on the gates themselves. The ramifications of subharmonic resonance on the gate barrier, on the
other hand, are much more severe. The barrier is designed to provide a mean sea level difference
between the Adriatic Sea and the Venice Lagoon. Ideally, the gates in the barrier should move
in-phase with normally incident waves in order to act as a mobile dam across the channel. In the
worst case scenario, subharmonic resonance will cause every gate in the barrier to oscillate out-
of-phase with respect to one another creating large gaps that reduces the damming effect of the
barricade. If resonance occurs, then barrier will be rendered useless and Venice will have no
protection from high storm tides.
The experiments presented in this thesis provide physical verification of Sammarco's
theories explaining the cause of subharmonic resonance in the gate barrier. In particular, we are
interested in the subharmonic response of the gates to steady and unsteady waves. The steady
wave experiments explore a phenomenon known as hysteresis. In these experiments, we look at
the effects of the subharmonic gate response to incremental changes in the incident wave
frequency and amplitude. Sammarco's theories predict that the response of the gates depends on
whether the frequency or amplitude is increased or decreased. The unsteady waves experiments
investigate chaotic resonance of the barrier. In these experiments, we resonate a chaotic
response in the gates while keeping the barrier subharmonically resonated. Sammarco's theories
predict that we will see characteristics typical of the onset of chaos like period doubling and
period quadrupling.
The steady waves experiments were carried out in a narrow flume and the unsteady waves
experiments were performed in a section of a 3-dimensional wave basin. Since we are only
concerned with the resonance behavior of the gates, the gate barrier in our experiments does not
model the mean sea level difference across the gates. The rest position of the gate is
perpendicular to the floor of the channel. Sammarco has shown that subharmonic resonance will
still occur using upright instead of inclined gates. In fact, experiments performed at Delft shows
that the strongest resonance occurs when the angle between the sea floor and the gate is the
largest. In short, the upright position of the gates will induce the largest subharmonic responses
from the gates. Furthermore, Delft showed that the subharmonic resonance will occur regardless
of the width of each individual gate. As long as the barrier is composed of multiple gates, it will
have a natural frequency that can be resonated with a normally incident wave around twice that
natural frequency.
Many solutions exist to solve the subharmonic resonance problem including allowing the
waves to overtop the gates, increasing the gaps between the gates, using some mechanical
damping device, locking the gates, and changing the natural frequency of the barrier to
something that the sea cannot resonate. The first two solutions will reduce the resonance of the
gates; however, both solutions will also defeat the original purpose of the gates or make them
less effective by allowing more water to pass through the barrier. The next two mechanical
solutions are extremely costly. The construction cost of the gates is already slated at a couple of
billion US dollars. The addition of damping devices will raise construction as well as
maintenance costs dramatically. As for locking the gates, the intended purpose of having
multiple gates was that it made the construction easier and it allowed the barrier to relieve stress
caused by wave forces in smaller sections. A locked barrier would solve the resonance problem;
however, it will also create a new and perhaps more difficult set of problems for the designers.
The last solution is the one being pursued by Sammarco et al.
Sammarco's theories describing the effects of subharmonic resonance use a general
geometry for the gates. After specifying a particular geometry, Sammarco can predict the natural
frequency of the gate barrier's various modes as well as the subharmonic response of the gates to
different incident wave conditions. Although his theory is only valid for upright gates excited by
monochromatic or modulated waves, it is the first step towards providing similar information for
the inclined gates excited by real ocean waves. Once a theoretical or computer model is created
using inclined gates and the real parameters of the prototype, engineers will have a tool that will
allow them to understand the effects of subharmonic resonance on the gates before they begin
construction. The experiments presented in this thesis were perform primarily to verify the
validity of Sammarco's theories.
The second chapter in this thesis details the experimental setups for the flume and wave
basin. The configurations of both facilities will be provided with information about the
electronics of the wave generation mechanism and beach characteristics. Schematics of the gates
and other important devices will be shown for each facility. Instrumentation, data acquisition,
and wave generation will also be covered in this chapter. The third chapter contains the
experimental procedure for each experiment. Information about the steps involved in the actual
experiment will be covered along with experiment specific parameters like sampling rates and
runtimes. A layout of the instrument deployment for each experiment in each facility is included
in this chapter.
The fourth chapter presents the data analysis techniques used to process and analyze the
data from the experiments. The mathematical package Matlab is introduced in this chapter as a
practical way of implementing the conceptual analysis techniques. The highlight of this chapter
is a detailed mathematical discussion about calculating incident and reflected wave amplitudes
for steady and unsteady waves using only two wave gauges. This chapter also contains
information about the application of the Hilbert transform to extract phase information from a
modulated signal. The fifth chapter contains a selection of the experimental results. Amplitude
and frequency hysteresis are shown along with the characteristics of chaotic resonance caused by
modulated waves. For chaotic resonance, the existence of period doubling, period quadrupling,
chaos, and frequency-shifted period doubling is verified. The sixth chapter makes a few final
remarks about the experiments and offers some ideas for further investigations.
Three appendices are also provided. The first appendix explains the storage, extraction, and
interpretation of the data archives. The second appendix contains a short explanation about
Matlab functional script files and the source code for the important functions used in data
analysis. The last appendix contains the remaining results from the unsteady wave experiments
not shown in the fifth chapter. This appendix serves as a convenient way to access the
modulated wave data from the final set of experiments without reprocessing raw data files from
the archives.

Chapter 2
Setup
The two experiments covered in this thesis were performed in the Ralph M. Parsons Laboratory
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology using two different facilities. We will separately
describe the experimental setup of each facility in the proceeding sections. Since the
instrumentation, data acquisition, and wave generation are identical for both setups, we will
provide a general description of these individual setup elements after describing the facilities.
2.1 Flume
The flume is an open rectangular glass channel 0.38m wide, 24m long, and 0.60m high with a
piston type wave-maker at one end. The wave-maker has a stroke length of 0.914m and takes an
input of ±1 0V giving it a stroke resolution of 4.57 e"v . Figure 2-1 is a block diagram of the wave
generation system used in the flume experiments. The output signal from the data acquisition
board goes directly to the wave-maker's external input. We will give more details about the
electronics and inner workings of the wave generation system with respect to the computer later
on in this chapter. For simplicity, we will assume that the wave-maker is a black box that takes a
voltage as an input and produces some corresponding paddle motion an output.
Figure 2-1: Wave generation electronics for flume.
2.1.1 Beach
At the other end of the channel is a wave absorbing beach composed of rubberized fiber mats
otherwise known as horsehair. The mats cover the width of the channel and approximately 2-3m
of its length. Although the channel side of the beach is sloped, the amount of slope is not
important because most of the wave absorption occurs within the fiber mats. Figure 2-2 is a plot
of the beach reflection at various frequencies obtained by performing a scan in frequency at
0.1Hz intervals using a water depth of 37.5cm. The range in frequency of the steady wave
experiments in the flume is from 1.3Hz to 1.5Hz which means that the reflection coefficient of
the beach is approximately 5±2% for the flume experiments. The reflection coefficient R is
defined as the ratio of the reflected wave aref versus the incident wave aic, i.e., R = ,- x 100%.ainc.
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Figure 2-2: Beach reflection in the flume for a scan in frequency at 0.1Hz interval.
2.1.2 Gates
Figure 2-3 is a schematic of a gate used in the flume model. The main body of the gate is a
rectangular box 45.4cm high, 18.3 cm wide, and 8.6cm thick consisting of Y in thick plexiglass.
At the top box is a 3cm high adapter for connecting the gate to a potentiometer for measurement
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purposes. Styrofoam panels 2.2cm thick are taped to the front and back sides of the gate to
increase its thickness and buoyancy. The edges of the Styrofoam panels are rounded to reduced
drag as the gate moves through the water. Styrofoam is also taped to the bottom of the gate to
make it more idealized with respect to Sammarco's theoretical gate model. We used a water
resistant clear plastic weather stripping tape to attach the Styrofoam panels to the gates.
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gates used in the flume model.
The rectangular box is connected to two thick triangular plexiglass pieces that serve as the
hinge for the gate. Each hinge has a stainless steel screw with a pointed tip that connects the gate
to its base as shown in Figure 2-4. The tip of the screw goes into a cone-like indentation in the
base made of Teflon to form a pivot joint (see Figure 2-5). This grooved-out piece of Teflon or
Nylon for the basin gates in the base is called the bearing. The bearings are axially aligned
within the base and are the only points of contact between the gate and the base plate.
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Figure 2-4: Sketch of the connection point between a gate and its base.
Figure 2-5: Pivot joint formed by the screw and Teflon bearing.
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Figure 2-6: Sketch of base of gate.
The base (see Figure 2-6), which is also made of plexiglass, contains four holes that are
used to attach the gate to a plexiglass base plate 122.0cm long, 37.5cm wide, and 1.3cm high.
The front and back edges of the base plate are sloped to reduced irregularities in the wave field
caused by the change in water depth at the plate. The base plate is held in place at the bottom of
the channel using a silicone based adhesive along the edges of the plate next to the side walls of
the flume and duct tape along its front and back edges. As shown in Figure 2-7, the base plate
can hold two gates. The gates with their base plate are placed about 10m from the wave-maker
and approximately 8m from the beach (see Figure 2-8).
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Gate rotation information is obtained by using an arm made of thin hollowed aluminum rods
and various off the self components (see Figure 2-9). All fasteners used in the arm other than the
stainless steel lock washers are made of nylon. Figure 2-10 shows how the arm assembly is
connected to the gates and the potentiometer. The potentiometer is fastened to an L-shaped
bracket (Figure 2-18) which is attached to an aluminum beam using double-sided tape.
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Schematic of flume experimental setup.
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Figure 2-9: Potentiometer arm assembly.
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Figure 2-10: Sketch of gates connected to their potentiometers.
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2.2 Basin
Figure 2-11 shows a plan view of the Gunther Family Ocean Wave Basin located in Parsons
Laboratory. The basin is a concrete structure 17.3m wide, 11.5m long, and I.lm high with a
with a bank of wave paddles on one of its sides. The paddles are sequentially numbered from 1
through 47 with paddle I being closest to the control room. Each paddle has a stroke length of
0.610m and takes a 10OV unipolar input which gives it a stroke resolution of 6.10 cm/. The
electronics that moves the paddles is located in the control room along with the data acquisition
and signal generation equipment. When we performed these experiments, the basin was divided
into three sections with different projects running in each section.
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Figure 2-11: Plan view of experimental section in the wave basin.
Figure 2-12 shows a schematic of our experimental section which used paddles 1 through
10. Wooden and plexiglass walls 122cm wide and 81cm high were placed end-to-end and held
together by C-clamps to form the side walls that separated our section from the rest of the basin.
We weighed the wall segments down with concrete bricks to prevent them from moving during
wave generation. Gaps between the wall segments caused by unevenness of the basin's floor
were sealed using thick water resistant duct tape to prevent wave energy from leaking out of and
unwanted disturbances from entering the channel. The effective channel formed by these side
walls was about 3m wide and 10m long.
Experimental Section
dWave Paddles
The wave basin was originally design to study 3-dimensional ocean waves. Each of its 47
paddles are individually programmable through the basin's main control terminal using a
program called Atlantis. Unfortunately, Atlantis did not have the capabilities of generating the
type of waves we needed for the unsteady waves experiments. Consequently, we removed the
ten paddles in our section from the basin's main control module and rewired them to the analog
output on the DAS1802AO. Figure 2-13 is a block diagram of the wave generation control
circuitry utilized in the basin for our experiments. The low pass filter is needed to smooth the
signal from the analog output, and the current buffer is used to isolate the DAS I 802AO from the
wave-maker's amplifiers (see Figure 2-14). The output from the two operational amplifiers in
the current buffer is identical because we wanted the paddles to move in-phase. We used two
operational amplifiers instead of just one because one amplifier would not have supplied enough
current to the ten wave-makers.
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Figure 2-12: Schematic of basin experimental setup.
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Figure 2-13: Wave generation electronics for basin.
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Figure 2-14: Diagram of low pass filter and current buffer used for basin wave generation.
Each wave-maker is composed of an amplifier card and a paddle. Using feedback from a
transducer mounted on the paddle, the amplifier moves the paddle to the position corresponding
to the signal from the DAS1802AO. Although the control signal is identical for each wave-
maker, each system has its own response to the signal which means that the phase from one
paddle to the next is not necessarily the same. To ensure that all paddles move in-phase, we
adjusted the settings on the amplifier cards to match the phase and gain of the paddle 1. The
phase differences between the wave-makers after these adjustments were small and only visible
when observing the motion of the paddles from close range. The paddles themselves are each
30cm wide with 3-5mm gaps between paddles. To make the wave generation more ideal, we
used water resistant duct tapes to cover the gaps.
2.2.1 Beach
Due to cost considerations, the beach in the basin was not entirely composed of horsehair. Three
modular wooden frames provided the backbone for the beach. Collectively, the frames gave the
beach a width of 3.65m which was much larger than the width of the channel in the main section;
consequently, the wall closest to the control room only goes up to the edge of the beach. A
2.44m section of walls was placed along the extruding section of the beach to form a 3.65m wide
channel along the beach. As shown in Figure 2-12, the main channel containing the gates and the
wider beach channel shared a common side wall. The beach had a height of 63cm and a 1:5
slope. The frame was weighed down with steel I-beams, lead weights, and cement bricks.
Several large pieces of marine plywood were used to cover the top of the frame.
Approximately, 6-8 layers of 2in thick horsehair mats were screwed to the marine plywood. In
areas where the screws were not long enough to penetrate through the mats, fishing string was
used to sew the layers to the beach. The sloped plywood and the thick layer of horsehair gave
the beach an average reflection coefficient of 5-10% for frequencies ranging from 1.0Hz to
1.5Hz.
2.2.2 Gates
The gates used in the basin are similar to the ones used in the flume except they are bigger and
stronger. Figure 2-15 is a schematic of a full basin gate. The main body of the gate is a
rectangular box 66.0cm high, 24.9cm wide, and 12.7cm thick. The thickness of the plexiglass on
the sides is 16 in, the bottom is ¼ in, and the top is Y in. The basin model employed 11 full
gates and 2 half gates at the walls. The half gates are identical to the full gates except that they
are half as wide. Since the half gates were not used for instrumentation, all further references to
basin gates in this section will only apply to full gates.
At the top of each gate is a 3.5cm high adapter used to connect the gate to a potentiometer
via the arm assembly shown in Figure 2-9. Styrofoam panels 1.9cm thick are taped to the front
and back of the gate. These panels provide extra buoyancy as well as reduce drag as the gate
moves through the water because their edges are rounded. Like the flume gates, Styrofoam is
also added to the bottom of the gate to make them more similar to Sammarco's theoretical model.
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Schematic of the gates used in the basin model.
The hinge and bearing system at the bottom of the gate is identical to the ones used in the
flume except that the Teflon bearings are replaced with Nylon bearings. Although Teflon has
less friction, Nylon was chosen because the indentation where the stainless steel screw came into
contact with the bearing did not deform Nylon under the forces exerted by the gate when
submerged under 60cm of water. The base plates for the basin gates are made of aluminum.
Each plate is 130cm long, 50.5cm wide, and 2.5cm high. The weight of the base plate was not
enough to prevent the gates from moving around, so we glued the base plates to the bottom of the
wave tank using a silicone based adhesive. Additionally, we placed lead weights 25cm long,
10cm wide, and lcm high totaling approximately 300 pounds on either sides of the gates on the
base plates. A thin sheet of aluminum is used to create a ramp to make the change in water depth
H
at the base plate more gradual. The thin sheets are duct taped to base plate and the basin floor on
both the sea and lagoon side of the barrier (see Figure 2-16).
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Figure 2-16: Aluminum ramp for the base plates.
2.3 Instrumentation
We are interested in obtaining free surface displacement and gate rotation information in these
experiments. To obtain free surface displacement, we used resistant-type wave gauges with
compensation for temperature and salinity. For gate rotation, we used low-torque high-precision
potentiometers with good linearity. The instruments used in both setups are identical. Anti-
aliasing filters are used with the potentiometers but not with the wave gauges because the water
seems to do a good job at getting rid of high frequencies.
2.3.1 Wave Gauges
To measure free surface elevation in our experiments, we used the 202 series 40cm long wave
gauges with the 102 series amplifiers manufactured by the Danish Hydraulic Institute (DHI) and
Protecno s.r.l. Figure 2-16 shows the relationship between a wave gauge and its amplifier. Since
the amplitude of the waves generated in our study is small compared to the length of the gauge,
we assumed linearity when calibrating the gauges. To calibrate a wave gauge, we place the rods
of the gauge halfway in the water and zero the output voltage Vwave. We then change the height
of the gauge relative to the water to a known distance and set the gain to some value. The change
in height over the output voltage of the amplifier is the calibration factor of the gauge for the
amplifier set to this gain. In other words, if we offset the gauge by 2cm in the water and change
the gain so that Vwa,,ve = 2.0V , then the wave gauge calibration factor would be 1 cf/v . Because of
linearity, we theoretically only need to find the calibration factor at a single point after zeroing
Vwve. In practice, however, small ripples in the water, noise in the signal, and drift in the
electronics make the chances of accurately determining the calibration factor by using one point
unlikely. Several iterations at several different locations are usually needed to calibrate the
gauges properly.
Vwave
Figure 2-17: Wave gauge layout.
According to the manufacturer, the static resolution of the wave gauges, assuming that the
electronics have been sufficient warmed up and the gauges are clean, is about Imm. Since the
wave gauges themselves are continuous, then the actual resolution of the gauges depends on the
data acquisition system and the environment where the gauges are placed. The data acquisition
system uses 12 bits of resolution (212 counts) for analog to digital conversion at an input range of
± 10V which gives an input resolution of 4.88Vmoun,. Assuming a calibration factor of 1 cv , the
theoretical resolution of the wave gauge is 0.048mm. However, due to various reasons including
surface tension, human errors, dirty gauges, noise in the water, and noise in the electronics, the
effective resolution of a wave gauge is about 0.1-0.5mm depending on the calibration factor. A
smaller calibration factor has a higher resolution than a larger one.
As a side note, the DHI gauges can have lower calibration factors than the ones made by
Protecno. The output voltage of the amplifiers from both manufacturers drifts a few millivolts
each day; however, the gain appears to stay steady for weeks at a time. The drift can be removed
from the data records by removing the bias from the signal. To minimize noise and drift in the
electronics, the data acquisition and wave gauge amplifiers are left powered up and connected to
the wave gauges in the water for at least a day or two before any calibrations are performed. The
orientation of the wave gauge seems to also be a factor in the reliability of the free surface
measurements. The best results have been obtained by aligning the two rods of the gauge in-line
with the incident wave
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Figure 2-18: Potentiometer and its mounting bracket.
2.3.2 Potentiometers
We used model CP-2FB 10kIO potentiometers made by Midori Precisions. These potentiometers
have greaseless ball bearings that give them a maximum specified torque of 20g-cm. They also
have a rated electrical travel of 3300 and linearity of ±1%. Figure 2-18 is an illustration of one of
the CP-2FB potentiometers attached to its mounting bracket.
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Figure 2-19: Circuit diagram for gate rotation measurements.
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As the shaft of the potentiometer turns, its resistance changes causing the output voltage
gate to vary proportionally. Figure 2-19 shows a circuit diagram of the potentiometer wired for
gate rotation measurements. The numbers around the potentiometer represent the terminals on
the device. The output of the potentiometer goes into a 16Hz RC anti-aliasing filter. The output
of the filter Vg,,ae connects to the data acquisition system. In the basin experiments where 11
potentiometers were used, the filters for the potentiometers were placed side-by-side on a Global
PB- 104 protoboard.
a
Figure 2-20: Gate measurements using a potentiometer.
Because of the CP-2FB's high degree of linearity, we assumed that its output voltage
changes linearly with the rotation of its shaft. The shaft is connected to the gate by an arm;
consequently, if the motion of the gate is not too large, then the angular displacement of the arm
will be linearly proportional to the rotation of gate (see Figure 2-20). Subsequently, the output
voltage Vg,,te is linearly proportional to the rotation of the gate and is related by
Vgate = me + b (2.3.1)
where m is the calibration constant of the gate rotation and b is the voltage at zero angular
displacement. We can obtain b by placing the gate in its rest position and measuring the voltage.
Likewise, we can determine m by placing the gate at known angular displacements and
measuring the voltage at each position. The calibration constant is the slope of the best fit line
going through the calibration points.
The only difficulty in obtaining the gate rotation is the determination of the calibration
constant for each gate-potentiometer pair. Because we cannot ensure that the gates, the arms
connecting the potentiometers to the gates, and potentiometers are exactly alike, we need to
know the calibration constant for each gate-potentiometer pair. For the flume gates, the
determination of the calibration constant is simple because we have angular markings on the
glass side walls for calibration purposes. The basin, on the other hand, requires a little more
finesse. The barrier in the basin contains 13 gates. Although the channel has a clear plexiglass
wall on either side of the barrier, only the wall by Bashful (gate #1) is assessable for calibrating
the gates. To determine the calibration constant for all eleven gates, we tape the first three full
gates and the half gate (Bitsy, Bashful, Sleepy, and Doc) together and calibrate the gates using
the angular displacement marks on the wall. By having the gates locked together, we ensure that
when we displace Bitsy by some angle, the other 3 gates will also be at the same angle.
Unfortunately, we can not lock anymore than 3 gates together because the buoyant force in the
water is too much to overcome, i.e., we could not hold the barrier in place securely during the
calibration. To calibrate the other 8 gates, we locked them all together using strong weather
stripping tape and ran long crested waves at various amplitudes and frequencies. Using the
calibration constants from the first three full gates and the knowledge that the locked gates have
the same amplitude, we obtained angular displacement versus output voltage points for each gate
from each record taken with the gates moving in-phase. The calibration constants were
determined by estimating the least-square error line going through these points.
Within the range of their electric travel, the potentiometers are ideally continuous which
means that theoretical resolution of the potentiometers depends on the resolution of the data
acquisition system and their calibration constants. The average calibration constant is about
13 deg,. Since the resolution of the analog to digital converter is 4 .8 8mVount, then the theoretical
resolution for gate rotation data is 0.06'. However, the actual resolution is about 0.1-0.3'
depending on the accuracy of the calibration. For the most part, there is no drift in the
potentiometer signal and high frequency noises are removed by the anti-aliasing filters.
2.4 Data Acquisition and Wave Generation
We collect time series of both free surface displacement and gate rotation in our investigations.
Depending on the experiment, these records were simultaneously acquired from 4 to 20
instruments at a sampling rate ranging from 10 to 200 samples per second for a duration varying
from 10 seconds to 5 hours. A flexible data acquisition system with automation features was
created to handle the needs of our experiments. This section details the various components of
this data acquisition system. Once initiated, the system takes full control of the wave-maker, the
data acquisition boards, and the computer resources until it has either finished executing all of its
tasks or if a user terminates its control.
The data acquisition system is composed of a computer, one or more data acquisition
boards, and software that runs everything. The computer can be any PC running DOS 5.0 or
higher and Microsoft Windows. We have successfully implemented this system on many PCs
including a Hewlett Packard Vectra 286, a CompuAdd 386, two Gateway2000 486s, two Dell
486s, a Dell Pentium, and a Quantex Pentium. The software currently supports any compatible
Keithley Metrabyte DAS1600 or DAS1800 series data acquisition board; however, the code
contains many general acquisition routines that makes porting it to other boards from companies
like Data Translation or National Instrument fairly easy.
2.4.1 Hardware
The hardware part of the data acquisition system consists of the computer, its peripherals, and
the data acquisition boards. In the primary test configuration, we used a Gateway2000 486DX2
running at 66MHz with 16MB of RAM and a 540MB hard disk. To augment the computer's
data storage capacity, two Iomega Bernoulli external removable disk drives were daisy-chained
off a 16-bit Iomega ISA-to-SCSI card located in the PC with capacities of 44MB and 150 MB,
respectively. To archive the processed data and backup the operating system and its applications
on the hard drive, we used a Hewlett Packard Colorado T1000 tape backup system with Travan-1
400/800MB data cartridges.
For data acquisition, we had a DAS 1601 and a DAS1802AO. The DAS 1601 and DAS 1802-
AO are part of Keithley Metrabyte's DAS 1600 and DAS 1800 families of general purpose PC
AT-based data acquisition boards. Both boards have 8 channels of differential or 16 channels of
single-ended analog input. For analog output, the DAS1802AO has two independent digital-to-
analog converters with a 2048 word FIFO. With dual DMA channel capabilities and on-board
FIFO buffering, the DAS1802AO can simultaneously perform analog output at up to 500KS/s
and analog input at up to 333KS/s. Using a third DMA channel, the DAS 1601 can operate
concurrently with the DAS1802AO to acquire data at up to 100KS/s. Both boards can also
acquire data in interrupt mode which was necessary for the DAS 1601 when we needed to collect
more than 65,535 samples. In interrupt mode, the maximum sustainable sampling rate is about
15S/s. These two boards enabled us to accurately acquire data from up to 32 instruments at the
same time while generating a high resolution control signal to the wave-maker.
2.4.2 Software
The software was developed with Microsoft C v6.0. A fairly complete version of the data
acquisition program called Neptune was written for the DAS1601 under MS-DOS. Neptune uses
a command-line interface with edit features and pseudo-graphics for displaying information.
Neptune for DOS can simultaneously acquire and generate data at about 50 samples per second.
Because of the 640KB memory ceiling in DOS, Neptune can acquire about 200,000 samples
without dumping its memory to the hard drive. To prevent timing errors between samples caused
by the latency time of writing to the hard disk, we stored data directly in the main memory during
acquisition and wrote the data to the hard drive when the system was not collecting data. Besides
its acquisition and generation capabilities, Neptune for DOS can also run script/batch files that
allow users to have automated control of an experiment.
2.4.2.1 Neptune for Windows
Neptune for DOS eventually became Neptune for Windows when we added the DAS 1 802AO to
our data acquisition system. Neptune for Windows was developed with Microsoft Visual C++
version 1.5 under Windows 3.11. In addition to the features of its predecessor, Neptune for
Windows uses all of the computer's available physical memory for data storage, performs DMA
analog I/O at the maximum sampling rate of the boards, and multitasks with other programs.
Neptune's object models, class hierarchy, functional specifications, wave generation algorithms,
and source code are not covered in this thesis. Figure 2-21 shows a block diagram of the
relationship between Neptune's modules and its interface with the real world. The kernel can be
accessed by the user directly through its graphical interface or a script file through the script file
handler. The handler is a software device that takes commands from a file and passes to the
kernel in the same way the user would do directly. The advantage of using a script handler and
script files is that tasks requiring modifications over time can be executed without physically
entering commands into the computer. In short, script files are used to automate Neptune's wave
form generation and data acquisition modules.
wave-maker
Figure 2-21: Block diagram of the data acquisition and wave generation software.
The wave form assembler works with the kernel to generate monochromatic and modulated
waves. The assembler creates data points representing the desired wave form and then sends it to
the DAS 1802AO for analog output. The data acquisition module handles data collection for both
boards. In addition to wave gauges and potentiometers, this module also records the signal to the
wave-maker which is used by the wave form assembler via shared memory to perform pseudo
real-time adjustments to the output signal. In future development, this loop can be enhanced into
a feedback mechanism that will allow real-time automated piston adjustments to wave conditions
for added features like incident wave reflection compensation or electronic wave absorption. All
data acquired is stored on the computer's physical memory, i.e., onboard RAM. After
acquisition has been terminated, the data is written to the hard drive.
2.4.2.2 Files
Neptune reads script files and writes raw data, record, and log files. The filename extension for
script files is generally EXP; however, Neptune treats any text file that has the word script as its
first word as a script file. Script files contain a list of commands with arguments for Neptune to
execute. If a particular task takes time to perform, the subsequent task in the list will not be
carried out until the original task is completed. Figure 2-22 is a sample of a script file.
Figure 2-22: Sample of a script (*.EXP) file.
This file will perform an amplitude scan with an initial wait period (scanstabtime) of 900
seconds, a step duration (scansteptime) of 150 seconds, and a data acquisition time (collecttime)
of 52 seconds. The analog input sample rate (aisr) is 20S/s. The carrier frequency (freq) is
1.40Hz, modulation frequency (freqm) is 0.04Hz, carrier amplitude (amp) is 50 counts, and
modulation amplitude (ampm) is 25 counts. Counts can be converted to units of piston stroke
length by knowing the length-to-voltage conversion factor for the wave-maker and the counts-to-
voltage factor for the data acquisition board. For example, the conversion factor for the flume is
4.57 c"m/v. If we use the an analog output range of ±10V, then 12 bits of resolution will yield a
count-to-voltage factor of 0.00488 which means that an amplitude of 50 counts converts to a
wave-maker stroke amplitude of 1.12cm (50counts x 0.00488 on, x 4.57 cm/v ). The amplitude
scan (ampscan) will use 100 steps at increments of 1 count per step. Once the amplitude scan is
terminated, Neptune does nothing (sleep) for 1800 seconds. Comments are denoted by the rem
marker.
script
scanstabtime 900
scansteptime 150
collect_time 52
aisr 20
freq 1.40
freqm 0.04
amp 50
ampm 25
ampscan 100 1
sleep 1800
rem end of script file
Figure 2-23: Sample of a raw data (*.PRN) file.
Raw data, record, and log files are associated with data acquisition. Raw data files are text
files with PRN extensions. PRN files contain columns of tab spaced integers. Each channel of
acquisition has its own column. The rows are temporally space at intervals of the sampling
period. Figure 2-23 is an example of a small portion of a raw data file. The information about
PRN files for a specified day is store in a record file. A record file is a text file with a REC
extension. As shown in Figure 2-24, record files contain a list of PRN files with their associated
acquisition and generation parameters for an amplitude scan. Only the raw data filename and
carrier wave amplitude changes from row to row which we would expect from an amplitude
scan. REC files were created specifically to be used by the Matlab functional script file proc_rec
for automated data analysis and processing; however, they provide a quick overview of the
relevant parameters for a given acquisition. For a more in depth description of a set of raw data
files, log files with LOG extensions are available. Figure 2-25 is a sample of a LOG file from an
amplitude scan. In addition to the information contained in REC files, LOG files provide time
information about a series of acquisitions including the runtime, acquisition duration,
experimental start time, and the data collection start time for each acquisition in the experiment.
An experiment in terms of a LOG file depends on the actual experiment. For the amplitude and
frequency scans, an experiment consists of all acquisition taken for the scan. For the modulated
wave investigation, however, an experiment is just one acquisition.
53 46 126 -53 1231
55 -33 120 8 1235
48 -101 99 71 1241
30 -144 60 118 1247
7 -167 3 134 1253
-16 -153 -55 129 1257
-37 -129 -106 104 1259
-50 -75 -137 57 1258
-55 -9 -142 -8 1253
-50 71 -129 -70 1248
-35 128 -97 -117 1241
-14 167 -47 -142 1235
9 158 16 -141 1230
31 140 79 -122 1228
48 83 120 -82 1229
Number of channels acquired
\ Carrier frequency
Number of samples
Sample rate
PRN filename
Modulation frequency
Carrier amplitude
Modulation amplitude
Figure 2-24: Sample of a record (*.REC) file.
Date:
Start Time of Exp:
Run Time:
Data Collection Time:
Generate Sample Rate:
Aug 31, 1995
Thu 03:43:17
515:0 [min:sec]
52 [secs]
500.00 [samps/sec]
Das1800
Collection Sample Rate: 20.00 [samps/sec]
Number of Samples: 1040 [samples]
Das 1800 Data Filename:
Collection Starting Time:
h3104a00.prn
Thu 03:59:31
Dasl800 Data Filename: h3104a01.prn
Collection Starting Time: Thu 04:02:01
Figure 2-25: Sample of a log (*.LOG) file.
h3104a00.prn 20.00 1040 5 1.3700 0.2000 52 70
h3104a01.prn 20.00 1040 5 1.3700 0.2000 54 70
h3104a02.prn 20.00 1040 5 1.3700 0.2000 56 70
h3104a03.prn 20.00 1040 5 1.3700 0.2000 58 70
h3104a04.prn 20.00 1040 5 1.3700 0.2000 60 70
h3104a05.prn 20.00 1040 5 1.3700 0.2000 62 70
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Chapter 3
Experiments
The steady waves experiments were carried out in the flume during the fall of 1995 while the
unsteady waves experiments were done in the basin during the spring of 1996. Both sets of
experiments explored Mode 1 resonance. Since the barrier used in the flume is composed of
only two gates, experimenting with Mode 1 was the lone option. The basin model, on the other
hand, can support many different modes, but we chose to focus our investigation on Mode 1
because it was the most dominant mode. A series of steady waves experiments were also
performed on Modes I and 2 in the basin; however, due to the complexity of the gate response,
we did not pursue the analysis of these experiments. The raw data for the experiments covered in
this document as well as a few additional experiments have been archived for reference and
future analysis. For information on how to extract the archived data, see Appendix A.
Although performed in separate environments with different goals, the experiments shared
many similarities. Both experiments were carried out in a channel with a piston wave-maker at
one end, a mobile gate barrier made up of two or more hollowed plexiglass boxes hinged along a
common axis located near the middle, and a wave absorbing beach at the far end to minimize
reflection. These experiments used the same data acquisition system with the same wave gauges
to determine free surface elevation and potentiometers to measure gate rotation. Even the
analysis of the data shared many of the same algorithms and techniques that will be discussed in
the next chapter. The gates used in the two models were also similar except that the flume gates
were smaller than the basin gates and were designed to work in water depths around 40cm as
oppose to 65cm for the basin.
In contrast to the experiments, the facilities had several main differences. Because the
flume is narrower than the basin, it suffers more from wall effects that manifest themselves as
dissipative forces on the gates. Consequently, the threshold for subharmonic resonance occurred
at much higher incident wave amplitudes in the flume than in the basin. The basin, however, had
its own complications. The width of the basin reduced wall effects, but it also allowed 3-
dimensional wave propagation which meant that we had to be extra careful not to generate
transverse waves while creating longitudinal ones. The short length of the channel in the basin
also made wave absorption difficult; subsequently, the beach reflection coefficients were usually
higher in the basin. Another short fall of the basin was that the wave generation system is not
nearly as ideal and precise as the one in the flume. Since we were interested in generating long-
crested waves, the flume's single piston wave-maker was ideal. To create long-crested waves in
the basin, we used ten wave-makers moving nearly but not exactly in-phase. Recall from
Chapter 2 that the wave-makers in the basin have a stroke resolution of 6.1 cm/v whereas the
flume's wave-maker is 4.6cm/v. Since the control signal to both wave making systems was
identical, the flume's smaller stroke resolution meant we could control the motion of its paddle
more accurately than the ones used in the basin.
The last drawback of performing experiments in the basin was that it was originally
designed for 3-dimensional ocean studies. Converting it into a channel to guide normally
incident waves required the erection of a pair of make-shift side walls. Due to the crudeness of
the materials used to construct the walls and the unevenness of the basin floor, aligning the walls
parallel on one another was a time consuming and inexact. In short, the narrow channel in the
flume was ideally suited for carrying out the experiments on the Venice flood gates. However,
the basin's ability to accommodate many gates reduces the dissipation caused by wall effects
which turns out to be of particular importance for the unsteady waves experiments.
3.1 Hysteresis using Uniform Incident Waves
The purpose of our experiments with uniform incident waves was to show the existence of the
hysteresis in the subharmonic gate response theoretically predicted by Sammarco (1996). This
phenomenon can be simply thought of as going to a store using a road with a one-way section
and then coming back home (see Figure 3-1). Due to the one-way section in this road, the return
path is not identical to the initial route taken. In our case, the road is the subharmonic gate
responses to either incremental or decremental changes in the incident wave amplitude or
frequency. The area encompassed by the one-way sections on this road is the hysteretic region of
the gate response.
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Figure 3-1: Common example of a hysteretic path taken.
For uniform incident waves, this hysteresis phenomenon can be shown by using either an
amplitude or frequency scan. In an amplitude scan, we fix the incident wave frequency while
changing the amplitude by small discrete steps. Likewise, in a frequency scan, we hold the
incident wave amplitude constant while altering the frequency. For both scans, we utilized the
same flume configuration with a water depth of approximately 37.5cm. The flume gates at this
water depth have a natural frequency of 0.702±0.005Hz for Mode 1. The calibration constant for
the wave gauges used in these scans is 1.0 cm/v and the potentiometer is 12.1 deY.
To execute these experiments, Neptune was modified to perform amplitude and frequency
scans. Figure 3-2 shows a flowchart of the algorithm used by Neptune for an amplitude scan. A
typical scan begins by letting the wave-maker generate waves for a duration Tj in order to allow
the channel to equilibrate. After the channel reaches steady-state conditions, Neptune waits
T- To seconds before it begins to acquire data for T,, seconds. T, is the duration of each scan
step. After the acquisition is completed, Neptune increases the wave-maker amplitude by some
small value AA and waits for the next acquisition time. This process is repeated nStep times for
the forward scan. After nStep iterations, Neptune begins a reverse scan that decreases the wave-
maker amplitude for each step by zA. After another nStep steps, the wave-maker shuts down and
enters a rest cycle for a duration of Tr. The total number of steps in a complete scan is 2xnStep;
therefore, the total scan duration is
Tcan= T + 27~ xnStep+ T, (3.1.1)
A frequency scan is similar to an amplitude scan except that the changes at each step are made in
the frequency instead of the amplitude.
Initiate wave-maker
Run wave-makerIRun wave-maker
Figure 3-2: Flowchart of Neptune's algorithm for an amplitude scan.
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Figure 3-3: Time breakdown of a scan.
3.1.1 Amplitude Scan
Neptune initiates a scan by generating a small uniform incident monochromatic wave with a
piston stroke amplitude of 1.12 cm which, depending on the generation frequency, is about 0.6
cm in wave amplitude. After waiting 900 seconds for the channel to reach steady-state
conditions, Neptune begins the scanning process. The wave-maker stroke amplitude is increased
by 0.022 cm every 150 seconds which proportionately increases the incident wave amplitude.
Figure 3-4 shows a typical transfer function of the wave-maker amplitude versus the incident
wave amplitude. The forward and reverse incident wave amplitudes are indistinguishable for
low wave-maker amplitudes. At higher wave-maker amplitudes, the incident wave exhibits some
irregularities in the forward and reverse paths probably due to non-linearities inherent to larger
waves.
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Wave-maker amplitude versus incident wave amplitude for scan at 1.36Hz.
As illustrated in Figure 3-5, when incident wave amplitude approaches point B, the
subharmonic gate response jumps from zero to the value at point C. The stroke amplitude is
increased further until it reaches the maximum wave-maker scan stroke of 3.3cm at which point
Neptune reverses the direction of the scan. As the incident wave amplitude gets smaller, the
subharmonic gate response also steadily decreases following the upper branch of Figure 3-5 until
the wave amplitude reaches point D. At point D, the gate response undergoes another jump
which brings it to point A on the lower branch where it stays until the scan is completed.
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Figure 3-5: Hysteresis path for a typical amplitude scan.
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Figure 3-6: Layout of instruments for measurements in the amplitude scans.
Each step in a scan lasts 150 seconds of which 98 seconds are used for stabilizing the
channel from the adjustments made in the wave generation parameters and 52 seconds are used
for data acquisition. Records of the wave-maker motion, the free surface elevation from the 3
wave gauges, and gate rotation from the single potentiometer were acquired at 20S/s. Figure 1-6
shows the layout of the wave gauges and potentiometers relative to the gate barrier in the flume.
Only one wave gauge is used on the lagoon side for measuring transmitted waves because we
knew from initial testing that the beach reflection was going to be around 5% for all parameters
in the scan. Amplitude scans were done for fixed frequencies from 1.34Hz to 1.50 Hz at
intervals of 0.01Hz except at 1.35Hz and 1.49Hz. Scans of even frequencies, i.e., frequencies
whose hundredth place has an even value, were done using an incremental wave-maker
amplitude of 0.022cm while odd frequency scans were performed with an incremental amplitude
of 0.044 cm. Figure 3-7 shows the complete parameter space of all amplitude scans. Table 1-1
contains an overview of all the important parameters for the amplitude scans.
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Figure 3-7: Parameter space of the amplitude scans.
1.5 1.52
Parameter Description Value
Ao Initial stroke amplitude of wave-maker 1.12 cm
,AA Incremental stroke amplitude 0.02, 0.04 cm
T; Initialization time for channel stability 900 s
TV Duration of scan time step 150 s
T, Duration of channel/wave-maker rest period 1800 s
2xnStepr Total number of scan steps 200, 100
Tscanr c Duration of scan 9.03, 4.92 hr
Ta Duration of data acquisition at each step 52 s
SR Sample rate of data acquisition 20 Hz
L1  Sea side gauge separation used for incident 20.2 cm
and reflected waves amplitude calculations
Table 3-1: Parameter overview of amplitude scan.
r First value is for F0=1.34, 1.36, 1.38, 1.40, 1.42, 1.44, 1.46, 1.48, 1.50 Hz. Second value
is for F0=1.35, 1.37, 1.39, 1.41, 1.43, 1.45, 1.47 Hz.
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3.1.2 Frequency Scan
Unlike an amplitude scan, a frequency scan is initiated by generating a wave at some specified
wave-maker amplitude with an initial generation frequency of 1.33Hz. After waiting 900
seconds for the channel to reach steady-state conditions, Neptune begins the first step of the scan.
Like the amplitude scans, each step takes 150 seconds of which 98 seconds are used for
stabilizing the channel from the adjustments made in the wave generation parameters and 52
seconds are used for data acquisition. After the acquisition is completed, Neptune increases the
wave-maker generation frequency by 0.0025 Hz.
Figure 3-9 shows the path of an idealized frequency hysteresis scan. When the generation
frequency approaches point B, the subharmonic gate response jumps from no response to the
value at point D. As the frequency increases further, the subharmonic response decreases. At
point C the response is back to zero. Subsequent increases in the frequency do not change the
amplitude of the subharmonic response. After passing point C, Neptune begins incrementally
decreasing the frequency. As the frequency decreases, the subharmonic response increases.
When the frequency goes down to point E, the gate response undergoes another jump which
brings it to point A on the lower branch where it stays until the scan is completed.
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Figure 3-8: Hysteresis path for a frequency scan.
Ideally, the incident wave amplitude should remain constant as the frequency changes;
however, Figure 3-9 shows that the incident wave amplitude oscillates between 1.4cm to 1.7cm
with a mean value of 1.54cm for a wave-maker stroke amplitude of 2.2cm. The erratic
oscillations of the incident wave amplitude are caused by reflection in the channel combined
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with the fact that transfer function of the wave-maker amplitude to the incident wave amplitude
depends on frequency. In principle, we could have calculated the wave-maker amplitude to
compensate for the variations in the incident wave as the frequency changed by using linear
theory in conjunction with real-time signal processing techniques in an idealized control-
feedback loop. In practice, compensating the incident wave amplitude for variations on the order
of 2 mm would have required too much time; therefore, we must redefine our incident amplitude
in such a way that we can distinguish between the various frequency scans.
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quency versus incident wave amplitude for scan at stroke amplitude of 2.2cm.
The simplest ordering parameter is the amplitude of the wave-maker Avwe-maker which was
actually the parameter that was held constant as the frequency changed. Table 3-2 shows the
wave-maker amplitude and the corresponding statistics of the incident wave amplitude for the
scans. As the wave-maker amplitude goes up, so does the mean incident wave amplitude ai,.
The standard deviation of the incident wave amplitude is relatively small and the absolute
difference between the maximum and minimum amplitude is no more than 6mm for a mean value
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of 2.37cm. By understanding the variability and extremes of the incident wave amplitude, we
can say with some certainty that the "constant" amplitude in a frequency scan is approximately
the mean amplitude of the scan. Therefore, frequency scans will be referred to by the mean value
of their incident wave amplitudes.
Awave.-maker Mean ai,,c Std amn, Max ai,,,c Min ai,,
[cm] [cm] [cm] [cm] [cm]
2.09 1.45 0.051 1.59 1.33
2.31 1.62 0.063 1.77 1.46
2.53 1.79 0.072 1.96 1.60
2.75 1.97 0.083 2.14 1.74
2.86 2.0_00__2_4_.8
I-- "..I... . . . . . ..ý4-ý...:
2.97 2.13 0.090 2.33 1.89
3.08 2UK0.9 .4
3.19 2.29 0.097 2.52 1.99
Table 3-2: Statistics for incident wave amplitude of the frequency scans.
Like amplitude scans, frequency scans have a similar instrument configuration and used the
same 20S/s sampling rate. The only difference in the instrument deployment between the two
types of scans is a second wave gauge on the lagoon side in the frequency scans used to
accurately measure beach reflection (see Figure 3-10). The second wave gauge on the lagoon
side was not needed in the amplitude scan because the beach reflection coefficient does not vary
that much over a scan. Figure 3-11 shows the complete parameter space of the frequency scans.
Each scan is linked together by either a dotted or a solid line. These line types alternate from
scan to scan acting as a visual separator for adjacent scans. As a reminder of the important
parameters for the frequency scans, Table 3-3 is provided.
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Figure 3-10: Layout of measurement instruments for frequency scan.
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Figure 3-11: Parameter space of frequency scan.
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Parameter Description Value
Fo Initial frequency of wave-maker 1.33 Hz
AF Incremental generator frequency 0.0025Hz
Ti Initialization time for channel stability 900 s
T5 Duration of scan time step 150 s
Tr Duration of channel/wave-maker rest period 1800 s
2xnStep Total number of scan steps 152
TcV= R Duration of scan 7.08hr
T, Duration of data acquisition at each step 52 s
SR Sample rate of data acquisition 20 Hz
LI Sea side gauge separation used for incident 20.2 cm
and reflected waves amplitude calculations
L2 Lagoon side gauge separation used for 19.9 cm
determining beach reflection
Table 3-3: Parameter overview of frequency scan.
3.2 Chaos using Modulated Waves
The unsteady waves or modulated waves experiments were performed in the basin because the
high dissipation in the flume made observing characteristics typical to the onset of chaos more
difficult. Figure 3-12 shows the free oscillation time series of Mode 1 for a basin gate (Sneezy)
and a flume gate. The basin gate oscillates with twice as many cycles as the one in the flume
before its motion is damped. We believe that the primary source of damping in the flume gates
was the side walls. The shear force in the gap between the stationary wall and a moving gate can
be large enough depending on the rotational amplitude to create visible separation vortices that
act as jetties in the water (see Figure 3-13). It stands to reason that if the shear forces in the gap
can create visible vortices, then the effect of the wall must play a significant role in damping gate
motion. Due to the channel geometry employed by our model, two gates must always experience
the dissipative effects of the wall. Since the barrier in the flume had only two gates, the wall
affected both gates. The basin model, on the other hand, had 13 gates of which only two gates
(Itsy and Bitsy) are fully affected by the wall. Subsequently, the dissipative force per gate
caused by the wall is significantly smaller in the basin than the flume. Assuming similar
mechanic damping, the basin gates should indeed have less dissipation than the flume gates.
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Figure 3-12: Mode 1 free oscillation of a) basin and b) flume gates.
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Due to different materials and construction methodology, this assumption of comparable
mechanical damping between the two types of gates is not entirely valid. For example, the flume
gates used Teflon bearings whereas the basin gates have nylon bearings. The wet coefficient of
friction between stainless steel and Nylon is four times greater than that of stainless steel and
Teflon; consequently, the flume gates should rotate with less mechanical friction than the basin
gates. Furthermore, the hinges on the basin gates were salvaged from an earlier set of gates.
Although special care was made to ensure that these recycled hinges were realigned as accurately
as possible, misalignment was not impossible; therefore, the hinges are another potential source
(D
of mechanical friction. Other sources of mechanical damping exist in our setup, but since we
cannot even measure the individual effects of the sources we have mentioned, listing these other
sources would merely be an academic exercise. In summary, even though we know the major
sources of dissipation in our setup, we have neither the means nor desire to individually quantify
the amount of dissipation in the gates due to viscous or mechanical damping. Nevertheless, we
know from free oscillation records that the overall dissipation of the basin gates is substantially
less than that of the flume gates. Understanding the sources of dissipation and how we could
avoid them was enough to perform these experiments.
Figure 3-13: Vortices caused by gate interaction with the side walls.
We began this section by stating without proof the difficulty of finding characteristics
typical to the onset of chaos caused by high dissipation in the flume. The complication lies in the
observation that we needed to use large carrier and modulated wave amplitudes in the flume to
excite a chaotic response from the gates. After some trial experiments in the flume, we
discovered that the large modulational amplitudes, i.e., amplitudes greater than or equal to the
carrier wave amplitude, needed to initiate a chaotic response in the gates would also terminate
the subharmonic resonance. Since our modulated wave investigation focused on the chaotic
resonance of subharmonically resonating gates, the need to use large modulational amplitudes
was self-defeating. In addition to destroying the subharmonic response, the use of large
amplitudes created havoc in the wave field that made our initial assumption of linear incident
waves invalid.
In order to observe some chaotic behavior in the gates, we first had to determine the region
of existence for the chaotic response in the experiment's 4-dimensional parameter space. As we
mentioned earlier, this space consists of a carrier wave amplitude and frequency and a modulated
wave amplitude and frequency, i.e., Pk e {ak 9Wk, Ak ,k }. Since the chaotic response we were
studying was the effect of further resonance of subharmonically resonated trapped waves around
the gates, we realized in our earlier attempts that the carrier wave amplitude and frequency must
be within the subharmonic resonance range of the trapped mode. From the hysteresis
experiments, we knew the frequency range of Mode 1 as well as the minimum amplitude needed
for subharmonic excitation. The modulated wave experiments in the flume, which are not
covered in this thesis, attempted to narrow the parameter space based on our knowledge of the
carrier wave frequency and amplitude. Our initial attempt did not succeed in finding many of the
characteristics associated with the onset to chaos, but we were able to observe a few cases of
chaos itself and frequency shifted period doubling. Nevertheless, the most important piece of
information we learned from these initial trials was that the chaotic region was greater than or
equal to twice the natural frequency of the trapped mode around the gates.
Although theoretical guidance was provided by Sammarco's work, the basic methodology
employed in the basin modulated wave experiments was again trial-and-error. Our parameter
space consisted of four wave generation variables, i.e., Pk E {ak, okAk,•k}, and one
additional time parameter for the growth of the chaotic response. Using our experience from the
flume and earlier hysteresis experiments in the basin also not covered in this thesis, we were able
to quickly narrow the parameter space to a manageable region. The flume experiments mandated
that the carrier wave frequency be equal to or greater than twice the natural frequency of Mode 1
for the chaotic response to occur. For the basin gates at 59cm water depth, this constraint meant
a lower bound on the carrier frequency of about 1.39Hz. From earlier basin experiments, we
found out that generation frequencies greater than 1.44Hz resonated transverse waves and non-
linearities on the seaside of the barrier. Consequently, the range of the carrier frequency was
confined from 1.39 Hz to 1.44 Hz.
The range of the carrier wave amplitude was restricted by the fact that it had to be large
enough to subharmonically resonate the barrier, yet small enough to avoid creating non-
linearities in the incident wave. From earlier hysteresis experiments, we knew that the minimum
value for the carrier amplitude was about 5mm and the maximum value was approximately
30mm. Using the constraints placed on the carrier wave amplitude and frequency, Sammarco
could specify the modulated amplitude and frequency where the chaotic phenomena should
theoretically exist. Using an hour for the time it would take the chaotic response to develop, a
search was made using the constraints on the carrier amplitude and frequency with Sammarco's
recommendations for the modulated amplitude and frequency to find the chaotic region for the
basin gates.
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of modulated waves experiments.
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This preliminary search showed many pockets of chaotic response. To get a better idea of
the effects of modulational amplitude and frequency on the chaotic response from the gates, we
ran a detailed probe of the modulation parameters using a wave-maker frequency of 1.4Hz and a
stroke amplitude of 6mm which corresponds to an incident wave amplitude of about 1.3+0.1cm
at a water depth of 59cm. These carrier wave parameters were chosen because they had the
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largest chaotic response from the preliminary search. Figure 3-14 shows the modulation
parameter space explored in this final series of experiments.
Figure 3-15: Layout of measurement instruments for modulated wave experiments.
The same basin configuration was used for the preliminary and final modulated wave
experiments. The schematic layout of the instruments used to record free surface displacement
and gate rotation for this experiment is shown in Figure 3-15. In all, 7 wave gauges and 11
potentiometers were used. Tables 3-4 and 1-5 contain the calibration constants for each wave
gauge and potentiometer. Because of some irregularities in the incident wave, four wave gauges
placed in sets of two were deployed side-by-side to provide an average value for the incident
long-crested wave.
The acquisition sample rate for all instruments was 10 samples per second. The runtime and
collection time varied depending on modulation parameters. Runtime specifies the total duration
of the experiment including the acquisition time (see Figure 3-16). Acquisition time is the
amount of time experimental data is recorded by the computer. Data acquisition occurs at the tail
end of an experiment. The time from the start of the wave-maker to the point of acquisition
permits the subharmonic and chaotic response to grow and the incident wave to stabilize.
Records with 9000 or 12000 points were acquired with a runtime of 1 hour and an acquisition
time of 15 or 20 minutes, respectively. Long records with 65700 points had runtime of 3 hours
and acquisition time of 109.5 minutes. These long records were acquired to ensure that the 1
hour given for the chaotic response to grow in the shorter recordings were sufficient.
Wave Gauge Calibration Constant [c/V]
W1 2.04
W2 2.13
W3 2.07
W4,5,6,7 2.00
Table 3-4: Wave gauge calibration constants for modulated wave experiments.
Gate Number Gate Name Calibration Constant [de]
0 Bitsy N/A
1 Bashful 14.68
2 Sleepy 14.01
3 Doc 16.06
4 Happy 14.12
5 Grumpy 14.40
6 Sneezy 13.81
7 Dopey 16.08
8 Snow White 14.78
9 Lewey 14.94
10 Huey 15.36
11 Dewey 15.61
12 Itsy N/A
Table 3-5: Gate calibration constants for modulated wave experiments.
Runtime
Growth and Stability Time Acquisition Time
Figure 3-16: Time breakdown for modulated waves experiment.
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Chapter 4
Data Analysis
We used the signal processing capabilities of Matlab version 4.2c. 1 to analyze our data. Matlab
is written by The MathWorks, Inc. and is otherwise known as the Matrix Laboratory. In the
Chapter 2, we mentioned that raw data (*.PRN) files contain a column of numbers representing
the time series for each instrument monitored during an acquisition. In essence, a data file is a
matrix of n columns and m rows where n is the number of devices recorded and m is the number
of samples collected for each device. When loaded into Matlab, data files become matrices that
Matlab can manipulate. As its name suggests, Matlab is optimized for matrix operations and
calculations making it ideal for processing the data from our experiments.
Matlab has many built-in routines that efficiently deal with a wide variety of matrix and
vector operations. In addition, Matlab also provides separate collections of similar functions
known as toolboxes to expand its built-in capabilities. The main toolbox we used in our data
analysis is the Signal Processing Toolbox. To further augment its capabilities, Matlab allows
users to write their own functions in a script (*.M) file. These user-defined functions will be
referred to as functional script files or functional scripts. Since functional script files form the
foundation of our data processing methodology, this section describes the data analysis
techniques used in this investigation with the purpose of translating theoretical concepts into
physical Matlab functions.
4.1 Data Processing Automation
A typical experiment can produce several hundred to several thousand data files. The time
required to process each file can range from a couple of minutes to half an hour. In order to
efficiently manage the amount of data collected as well as ensure that each file is accurately
analyzed, we automated data processing within Matlab through a functional script called
procrec. The inputs to this function are a record (*.REC) filename, a functional script filename,
a result data (*.DAT) filename, and a result log (*.LOG) filename.
REC filename
Functional script filename
DAT filename
LOG filename
Read REC file
Write output to DAT
and LOG files.
A
Yes
__Data matrix
Load PRN file File parameters Process data file using
Read file parameters " functional script
Figure 4-1: Flowchart of procrec algorithm.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, a record file contains a list of the pertinent information about a
particular series of data acquisitions including the raw data filename, sample rate, generation
frequency and amplitude, and the number of samples acquired. Procrec parses through each
line of a record file for information about the raw data file to apply to the functional script. The
output of the functional script is stored in a result data file and a result log file. A result data
(*.DAT) file contains purely numerical data intended for either plotting or further analysis while
a result log (*.LOG) file has information not included with the result data file. Figure 4-1
illustrates the control loop for procrec (see Appendix B for the Matlab implementation of this
function).
The generality of this automated data processing methodology gave us a great deal of
flexibility in analyzing our data. In fact, the only component in this technique that changed from
experiment to experiment was the process functional script. The process functional scripts most
important to the analysis of our data will be described in the proceeding sections.
4.2 Calculating Amplitude and Phase of a Sinusoid
We used ampphas to calculate the amplitude and phase of a sinusoid. Ampphas takes one or
more time series and a parameter vector as arguments. The parameter vector is composed of the
time series sample rate, the center frequency of the window where the amplitude of interested is
located, and the bandwidth around that frequency. The basic idea behind amp ..phas is
Parseval's theorem which states that the total energy in a wave form is equal to the sum of the
energies in each frequency component. Consequently, if we know the energy of a time series at a
given frequency, then we also know the amplitude at that frequency.
For example, let us assume that we have the following discrete time series composed of two
frequenciesfi andf 2:
x[n]= a, sin[2tf, -]+a 2 sin[27Jf2 n] n = 0,1,2,... NS-1 (4.2.1)
where a, and a2 are amplitudes atf; and f, respectively, SR is the sample rate, and NS is the total
number of samples of the time series. To get the energy of this time series at f, amp.phas uses
Matlab's built-in fft function to take the fast Fourier transform of that time series. A rectangular
window center aroundf, with a the bandwidth provided by the parameter vector is applied to the
transformed signal to filter the other frequency components. If X[n] is the windowed Fast-
Fourier transform of x[n], then the amplitude of x[n] at f, is
20 NS
a S= IX[n 2  (4.2.2)7rN n=I
To get the amplitude at f2, we can use the same relationship above except that the
transformed signal has to be windowed around f2. If f, and f2 are close to one another, then
energy leakage occurs between the two frequencies causing inaccurate calculations of the
amplitude at either frequency. The proximity of f and f 2 depends of the frequency resolution of
the time series which is defined as
f = SRres NS (4.2.3)
As a rule of thumb, amp._phas should be able to accurately calculate the amplitude of a time
series to within less than 1% accuracy if If, - f 2 > 10f,.,s where f, and f2 are adjacent
frequencies. The table below shows a comparison between the theoretical and calculated values
of a sinusoid generated by (4.2.1) with a sampling rate of 20 samples per second. The error is
defined as
Err = atheoretcal calculated x 100
atheoretical
(4.2.4)
As we would expect, the error increases as the difference between the frequencies approaches the
frequency resolution of the signal.
Theoretical
a2 [cm]
1.0
i.. .
1.0
I
a, [cm] Err
1.994 0.30%
2.176 8.80%
I
a2 [cm] Err
0.997 0.30%
1.233 23.30%
4096 1.40 1.10 2.0 1.0 2.000 0.00% 1.002 0.20%
4096 1 1.40 1 1.38 I 2.0 1 1.0 I 2.023 1.15% 0.967 3.30%
Table 4-6: Theoretical vs. calculated values from amp .phas for a sinusoid with two frequencies.
Calculating the phase at a particular frequency is much simpler. In theory, the phase at a
given frequency is the phase of the transformed signal at that frequency. In other words,
= tan-C X[t 4,., 1X / * (42e.,.It n  I-L Ies+ X ' * I -ff--1
NS
2048
2048
2048
f; [Hz]
1.40
I.4 •
1.40
a, [cm]
2.0
2 .11 "' R
2:: . 0::• ... • :'?: ::::
f2 [Hz]
1.10
1.00
1.38 2.0
_I
Calculated
I
(4.2.5)
In practice, however, Matlab's fft function does not give the correct phase for components of
signals with more than one frequency. To correct this phase problem, amp..phas introduces a
correction signal
g[n] = sin[27f T] n= 0,1,2,...NS-1
each time it computes the phase of at the frequency f. If 0' is the phase for x[n] at f and
Ocorrection is the phase of g[n] atf, then the phase returned by ampphas is
S= '- -correction (4.2.6)
For the most part, we are mainly concerned with determining phase at one frequency for two
different signals. In other words, if we had two time series x, and x2 defined as
x; [n]= a, sin[2Ztf }]x [n] = a sin[2 s] n = 0,1,2,... NS- 1 (4.2.7)
x2[n]= a2 sin[27rf - + ]
then amp..phas can be used determine the relative phase 0 between x, and x2 to within 5% of the
actual value. The relative phase algorithm used in amp_.phas was originally written for incident
and reflected wave calculations; consequently, it contains no provisions for determining absolute
phase or relative phase at different frequencies. See Appendix B for the Matlab implementation
of amp phas.
4.3 Plotting the Power Spectrum
A power spectrum provides a frequency domain picture of a time domain signal. In principle, a
power spectrum shows the energy content at all frequencies; however, since we have sampled
data, our power spectrums show discrete frequencies up to half the sample rate of the time series.
In other words, if a time series has 4096 number of sample points (NS), then the vector
representing all of the discrete frequencies would be
4ln SR _ __
f[n] = JL n = 0,+1,±2,+3,...+(NS- 1) (4.3.1)
Since our time series are obtained from physically measured values, we know that our data
is real. Consequently, we know that the power spectrum is symmetric around f[01]. Since
negative frequencies contain no new information about the signal and had no physical meaning
in the real world, we redefine our power spectrum for only positive frequencies keeping into
account of the energy at negative frequencies. The formal mathematical way to express a
spectrum for only positive frequencies involves the use of a one-sided Fourier transform. As
counter-intuitive as it sounds, a one-sided Fourier transform is more difficult to compute than a
two-sided one in practice. Subsequently, we define the power spectrum P[n] as twice the
spectral density of the x[n] for only positive frequencies, i.e.,
P[n]= 2 fft(x[n])12  n = 0,1,2,... N- (4.3.2)
and the corresponding frequency vector is
f[n]= n= 0,1,2,...NS- 1 (4.3.3)
Therefore, the power spectrum is a plot of f[n] versus P[n]. Matlab has a function called
spectrum that not only plots a power spectrum but also the covariance, coherence, and
confidence interval of the spectrum. For presentation purposes, however, we wrote a different
simpler function called ploLtdft that only plots a power spectrum. For more information about
spectrum see the Matlab Signal Processing Toolbox Reference Guide. For the Matlab
implementation of plotdft see Appendix B.
4.4 Analyzing Incident and Reflected Waves
The waves used in this study are generated by a single piston in the flume or multiple pistons
moving in-phase in the basin. A typical experiment consists of a channel with a wave-maker at
one end, a mobile gate barrier made up of two or more hollowed plexiglass boxes hinged along a
common axis located near the middle, and a wave absorbing beach at the far end to minimize
reflection. The section of the channel from the wave-maker to the gate system will be referred to
as the seaside of the barrier while the section from the gates to the beach will be called the
lagoon side.
The gate barrier transmits as well as reflects waves generated by the wave-maker;
consequently, the seaside incident wave is the superposition of waves generated by the wave-
maker, reflected off the barrier, and re-reflected by the wave-maker. Likewise, the waves on the
lagoon side consist of waves transmitted by the barrier, reflected off the beach, and re-reflected
by the gates.
Despite the complexity caused by reflection and re-reflection of the waves in the channel,
we can calculate the incident and reflected waves on either side of the gate barrier using the
simple technique described in the proceeding sections. To use this method, we need to ensure
that we are generating long-crested linear progressive waves and that the channel has reached
steady-state conditions before we begin acquiring data. In other words, we want to generate a
linear wave using a single piston and acquire data after waiting sufficiently long enough so that
the free surface displacement at any point in the channel away from the gates is just the
superposition of an incident and a reflected wave. In short, the flume is an ideal place to apply
this wave measurement technique. The basin, on the other hand, is a less ideal facility; however,
this method can be used in the basin after some additional setup work.
4.4.1 Monochromatic Waves
In the case of monochromatic waves, i.e., waves composed of a single frequency, the free surface
displacement at a point x along the channel at a time t is
71(x,t) = 1 (aeiQ(kr-wt) +a'e-'(x+wOt))+ I(a*ei(krcOt) +a* ei(k+O°t)  (4.4.1)
where a is the complex incident wave amplitude, a' is the complex reflected wave amplitude, *
denotes the complex conjugate, oa, is the generation angular frequency, and k is the wave number
obtained from the dispersion relationship
(02 = gk tanh(kh) (4.4.2)
in which g is the gravitational constant and h is the wave depth at x. For simplicity, let us only
consider the incident and reflected waves on the seaside. Because of the similarities between the
lagoon and seaside of the barrier, anything we conclude about the incident and reflected waves
for the seaside is applicable to the transmitted and reflected waves on the lagoon side.
Since we have two unknowns, a and a', we need two sets of equations to solve for these
unknowns which means we need at least two simultaneous wave gauge measurements. If we
displace the wave gauges a distance d apart, then the theoretical free surface displacement at
each gauge will be
7,(x,t)= (aei( kxdo) + aei(k+t)ot))+ * (4.4.3a)
+ d, t) = ( aei(k(x+d)-oot) + a'e -(k(x+d)+wot) + * (4.4.3b)172E(x+ d, t)2
The relationships above are valid for any x at least two gate widths away from the gate barrier on
either side of the channel. Close to the barrier, the presence of trapped waves will distort the
wave gauge readings for incident and reflected wave measurements. Since we can arbitrarily
define the origin of x, we can rewrite (4.4.3) as
*,(t) ae-°'t +a'e-'i(t)+  (4.4.4a)
n 2(t)= aei(kd-mot) + a'e-i(kd+w,'t) + * (4.4.4b)
Taking the Fourier transform of the theoretical free surface displacement gives us
N, (c) = (L(ae-'i' +a'e-') + *)e' idt=
_00 (4.4.5a)
a + a')3(a - wDo) + (a* + a'*)(c( + Mo)
N2()= +(aei(kd- a) + a ' i(k(d+( ot))+ e dt=) (4.4.5b)
S( a 'e-")(c - co) + -(ae~' + a'* e-")3(co + 0,)
In the experiments, we only use positive frequencies. To account for the energy from the
negative half of the spectra, we multiply (4.4.5) by two because the free surface displacement is
real hence its Fourier transform is symmetric. We now can ignore the negative half of the
spectra and rewrite (4.4.5) simply as
N1 () =(a + a')3( -w0) (4.4.6a)
N(cc) = (ae" + a' e-ik)3(c - cOo) (4.4.6b)
for 0c >0.
Let g,(t) and g2(t) be the experimental time series from two waves gauges corresponding
to the free surface displacement 7,(t) and 7 2(t), respectively. The Fourier transform of the
measured time series is
G, (O) = Jg (t)e'Idt = Ae-' 3(a - No) + I Aei' 85(o) + ao) (4.4.7a)
G2 () = g2 (t)edt - = A 2e-' 3(w - c 0) + I A2e'2 3(a) + 0oo) (4.4.7b)
where 0, and 2 are the phases and A, and A2 are the real amplitudes at a0) = ± for
G1 (w) and G2 (w), respectively. If we again only consider the positive half of the spectra and
take into account the energy from the negative half, we can rewrite (4.4.7) as
G, (ao)= Aze-' 3((0-a)o) (4.4.8a)
G2 (0)) = A2e-'' 3(w - 0_o0) (4.4.8b)
Equating the Fourier transforms of the theoretical free surface displacement with that of the
experimental one for each wave gauge, i.e. N, = G, and N2 = G2 , we get
a+a'= Ale - io' = C, (4.4.9a)
aeik + a' e- /k = A2e- 02 = C2  (4.4.9b)
After some algebraic manipulations, we get
Cle - ka - C2
a -= ei C2  (4.4.10 a)
e -e
a -Cek" + C2(4.4. Ob)eaikd _ eu (4.4.10b)
The amplitude of the incident and reflected wave is just the magnitude of their complex
quantities, i.e.,
ainc = al (4.4.1 la)
aref = Ia' (4.4.1 ib)
A singularity in the calculations above occur when
kd = m7r for m = 0, 1, 2, ... (4.4.12)
In other words, when the distance between the wave gauges is one-half the wave length of the
generated wave, then e" - e- kd = 0 and ai, aref = o . As long as the wave gauges are not
separated by some integer divisor of -, the method described here should provide an accurate
means to compute the incident and reflected wave amplitude. However, we have found that if
the wave gauge separation is within - of -5L, then this method can produce erroneous results. In
short, this method yields extremely consistent values when < d < 0 or - < d < . Due to
the inaccuracies associated with measuring large distances in our setup, we generally used wave
gauge separation lengths less than L.
The table below demonstrates the sensitivity of the separation length L as well as verifies
that our implementation of the incident and reflected wave algorithm works (see refl in Appendix
B). A functional script called testrefl (see Appendix B) simulates data taken at two wave gauges
separated by a distance L. The simulated data contains two time series of 2048 points generated
at 20 samples per second with a wave frequency of 1.4Hz and a water depth of 50cm. The
theoretical incident and reflected wave amplitude are 1.5cm and .25cm, respectively. L, is the
theoretical wave gauge separation used to generated the simulated data. L. is the measured wave
gauge separation used by refl to calculate the incident ai,, and reflected arf wave from the data.
The error Err is defined by (4.2.4).
L, [cm] Lm [cm] ainc [cm] Err aref [cm] Err
20.0 20.0 1.500 0.0% 0.250 0.0%
I 25.0 I 25.0 I 1.500 I 0.0% I 0.249 I 0.4% I
i 40.0 40.0 1.500 0.0% 0.250 j 0.0%
T4a0 4l054 47 29S7%i o.696 [ 178g4%
Table 4-7: Sensitivity of the wave gauge separation.
If Lm.=L,, then the error in determining the incident and reflected wave amplitude is less than
0.5%. This suggests that if we could perfectly measure the distance between the wave gauges,
then we theoretically should have no problems obtaining the reflected and incident wave
amplitude. In reality, we could easily make a mistake of 0.5cm in the measurement of the wave
gauge separation. The darkened rows in the table represent imperfect measurements of the wave
gauge separation by 0.5cm. The - value for the simulated data is 39.8cm. When the wave
gauges are theoretically separated by 20.0cm, an error of 5mm in the measure separation length
yields erroneous values for the incident and reflected wave amplitude of less than 1%. A
separation of 20.0cm is ideal for this frequency and water depth. As the separation distance gets
farther from the ideal value, the error gets larger. When the distance is 40.0cm or roughly , a
5mm error has drastic effects on the incident wave amplitude and produces an unrealistic value
for the reflected wave amplitude.
4.4.2 Modulated Waves
We can extend the method developed in the previous section to calculate from two gauge records
the incident and reflected waves for modulated waves of the form
n(t) = -eio'(a + A cos(t)) + * (4.4.13)
where a and A are the complex amplitudes and wo and Q are the angular frequency of the carrier
and modulated wave, respectively. Like monochromatic waves, the wave amplitude at any point
in the channel is just the superposition of an incident and a reflected wave; however, in this case,
both incident and reflected waves are modulated. In other words, the free surface displacement
at a point x along the channel at a time t for a modulated wave is
77x t) -L i(kx-alot)[
7 2(x, t) = -ei( o)(a + A cos(Kx - Qt))
+e-ei(kx+ot)(a'+A' cos(Kx - Qt))+ * (4.4.14)
where a and A are complex the incident wave amplitudes and a" and A'are the complex reflected
wave amplitudes. To make (4.4.14) more general, let us assume that the modulational amplitude
is not symmetric about the carrier frequency coo. Let L be the complex modulated amplitude at
C0 0 - Q and R be the complex modulated amplitude at (0o + Q. Consequently, (4.4.14)
becomes
q(x, t) = -ei(kx-o) (a + Le- i( Kx-D) + Re i(Kx- at) (4.4.15)
+4e-i(kx+Wr) a'+L e-i(Kx-t) + R ei(Kx-t)) *
The carrier wave number k and frequency wo are related by (4.4.2). The modulated wave
number K and frequency Q are related by
(a0+C)2 = g(k + K) tanh((k + K)h) (4.4.16a)
()- Q) 2 = g(k - K) tanh((k - K)h) (4.4.16b)
A modulated wave can be broken down into its carrier and modulated component, i.e.,
7(x, t) = c (x, t) + .lm(X, t) (4.4.17)
where
7lm(x, t)= 2ei(k-wot) Le-i(Kx-) + Rei(Kx- t))
(4.4.18a)
1 e-i(k+oot)(L, e-i(Kx-2t) + R ei(Kx-lt)
, _i(kx-ao) a')
rc (x,t) = ( ae + e-i(k + ot) + * (4.4.18b)
Using the following expressions
k = k + K (4.4.19a)
S= 0o0 ± (4.4.19b)
(4.4.23a) can be rewritten as
m(xt)= Lei(k- x - O- t ) + Rei(k~x-tt)+- L'e-i(k+x+w-t) + R'e-i(k-x++t))+ * (4.4.20)77m (X,t)= (4..20
The Fourier transform of the modulated wave component considering only the positive half of
the spectra and taking into account the energy from the negative half is
Nm(0) = (Leik-x + L eikx)3(co - o_) + (Reik~x -i•kx)(0 -+R) (4.4.21)
Similarly, the Fourier transform of the carrier wave under the same considerations above is
-(c)= aei + a' eh)6(w - co)
By summing the modulated and carrier wave components, we see that the Fourier transform for
positive angular frequencies of the free surface displacement of a modulated wave at any point x
in the channel is
N(o) = (aei + a' e-')6(o - 0o) (4.4.23)(4.4.23)
+ (Le ik x + L e-ik+x)3(O - w_) + (Reik+x+ R e-ik_-x )(0 - (0+)
Let the experimental time series from a wave gauge measuring a modulated wave be g(t).
Its Fourier transform for positive angular frequencies after taking symmetry into account is
G() = Ae' O (- Wo)+A 2e 8(oA-W)+Ae'*'3(o - 0.) (4.4.24)
where Aj and Oj are the amplitude and phase of the various components of the modulated wave.
Using the incident and reflected wave technique developed for monochromatic waves of two
wave gauges separated by a length d, we find that the Fourier transform of the measured time
series for a modulated wave is
G (o) = A, e -' 8(w - o)+ A1,2e - ' 28(a - co_)+ A13e -4' (ao - o+) (4.4.25a)
G2 (w) = A2,1e' 2.1 (CO -oo) + A2,2e *(_o - W-) + A2,3e 8(o - )o+) (4.4.25b)
Correspondingly, their theoretical spectra would be
N,1(o) = (ac + a,')3(o - _o) + (L+ L')3(O- o_) + (R+ R)6(w- co+) (4.4.26a)
2 ( (aceke'" + a~' e-i)3(w - 0o0) (4.4.26b)
+ (Leik-d + L' e-ik+d)(8(O - O_) + (Reik+d+ R e-i-d )(O- _ (+ )
Combining similar frequency terms in (4.4.25) and (4.4.26), we get the following three pairs of
uncoupled simultaneous equations with six unknowns:
when aCO = (oo
a + a'= A1,1e-' = C (4.4.27a)
aeim + a' e-i~" = A2 -e •2' = C2 (4.4.27b)
(4.4.22)
when o) = co+
-'01.2
L+ L'= A.2e 1.2= C3  (4.4.28a)
Leik-d + L' e - ik+d = A2,2e 2 = C4  (4.4.28b)
and when C) = 0)
-i01.3
R + R'= A1,3e = C5  (4.4.29a)
Reik+d + R' e-i d = A2,3e-'2.3 = C6  (4.4.29b)
After some algebraic manipulations of (4.4.27), (4.4.28), and (4.4.29), we get
e -e
a = e-k - C2 (4.4.30b)
e -eS ikd -_ C4
eLi• i e ik d (4.4.30c)
e-CeCeik _ dL iCd -ikd (4.4.30d)
e +-ee ik,. _ e-ik-d(.43dCse ik -dL_ -C6e+C 443d
elikd _ e-ik-d (4.4.30e)
R -Cseik d - C6
R ikd -iktdC (4.4.30f)e -e+
e kd _ -ik~d
The amplitude of the various incident and modulated wave components is the magnitude of their
complex quantities.
Like the monochromatic waves, the modulated waves also have constraints on the gauge
separation distance. As we have seen for monochromatic waves, this constraint is approximate,
so we do not need to figure out exactly where the singularity exists in (4.4.30a-f). Instead, we
note that the typical carrier frequency used in our experiments is around 1.4Hz while the typical
modulated wave frequency is about 0.04Hz. Since 2 << (o, then K << k and k ± K = k.
Therefore, the constraint on the wave gauge separation for modulated waves is approximately the
same for monochromatic waves. See reflmod in Appendix B for the Matlab implementation of
this algorithm.
4.5 Phase Trajectories and Poincare Maps
In the modulated waves experiments, one of the means used to determine whether a gate was
undergoing period doubling, period quadrupling, or other characteristics typical of the onset to
chaos was a plot of its phase plane trajectory and Poincare map. We originally tried plotting the
phase plane as the angular position of the gate versus its velocity. Due to the difficulty and
numerical problems associated with taking the derivative of a modulated envelope, we instead,
pursued a different technique illustrated by Melville in his paper on wave modulation. This
method utilizes the Hilbert transform to represent the complex part of an analytic signal whose
real part is measured.
For convenience, the details in Melville are reproduced in this section.. Our ultimate goal is
to obtain phase information from a measure time series g[n]. For theoretical purposes, let there
be a continuous real function g(t) defined for all times. Furthermore, let us define the analytic
function
h(t) = g(t) - ig(t) (4.5.1)
where
!Pt) -)P.V. _ a-dr (4.5.2)
is the Hilbert transform of g(t). Since h(t) is an analytic function containing amplitude and phase
information, we can rewrite it as
h(t) = a(t)ei'(t) (4.5.3)
We can also think of h(t) as a complex envelope A(t) with a carrier frequency of o; therefore, we
can once again rewrite h(t) as
h(t) = A(t)e - '" (4.5.4)
Equating (4.5.4) and (4.5.3) and solving for A(t) gives us
A(t) = a(t)e'(0(t)+ ° ) (4.5.5)
Physically, h(t) is a modulated signal with a carrier and modulation frequency. Multiplying h(t)
by e'~ removes the carrier frequency from the modulated signal leaving only the modulation
frequency. In effect, A(t) is a frequency demodulated version of h(t). Since A(t) is complex, we
can rewrite it as
A(t) = X(t) + iY(t) (4.5.6)
In rectangular form, we immediately see that the plot of the phase plane is X(t) versus Y(t) and
the points on the Poincare map are just the phase plane trajectory sampled at every modulation
period Tm,,, i.e.,
Poincare Map - PM1 = (X(jTm,,), Y(jT ) )  j = 0, 1, 2,... (4.5.7)
To apply this frequency demodulation technique to our finite-length time series g[n], we
need to perform a discrete Hilbert transform instead of continuous one. Fortunately, Matlab
provides a function called hilbert in its Signal Processing Toolbox that does a discrete version of
the transform. Due to its discrete nature, Matlab's version of the Hilbert transform contains
irregularities at the beginning and end of the complex time series that distorts the phase plane
trajectory of the gates. To eliminate the edge effects of the discrete Hilbert transform, 2.5% of
the beginning and end of the complex time series is removed. Removing a section of the
beginning and end of the transformed time series will cause the signal to undergo a phase shift;
however, we shall soon prove that this phase shift will only effect the absolute position of the
trajectories in the phase plane which has no physical significance to our data. For the complete
Matlab implementation of the method described to obtain the phase plane trajectory and Poincare
map, see the functional script file melville in Appendix B.
This method by itself is not sufficient to extract the phase information from our data
because the gate rotation time series contains more than just one modulated signal. The time
series has harmonic and subharmonic modulated components. Unfortunately, this frequency
demodulation method is not general enough to handle a biharmonic modulated signal;
consequently, we had to use a bandpass filter on the signal to remove the higher harmonics as
well as any lower frequency noise before extracting the phase information. In particular, we
used a 64-pt bandpass FIR filter with a center frequency of 0.7Hz and a cutoff bandwidth of
0.4Hz. Figure 4-1 shows the magnitude and phase response of this filter. To compensate for the
linear phase lag caused by filtering, the filtered signal was shifted by 32 points. The functional
script file bpfsig in Appendix B contains the full implementation of the phase lag compensated
filter.
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Figure 4-2: a) Magnitude and b) phase response of 64-point FIR bandpass filter.
The major difference between the frequency demodulation technique presented here and
Melville's paper is the addition of digital filtering before the Hilbert transform. The figure below
shows a flow chart with an overview of the method used to obtain the phase plane trajectories
and Poincare maps from the gate rotation time series.
One other complication that we encountered while using this technique was with the
resolution of the demodulation frequency o in (4.5.41). The demodulation frequency should be
one-half of the incident carrier wave frequency. For the modulated wave experiments, that
frequency was fixed at 1.40Hz. In theory, the demodulation frequency should be at 0.7Hz. In
practice, however, we found that the frequency that minimizes smearing of the phase plane
trajectories is approximately 0.69996Hz with our data. For example, subplots a and b in Figure
4-2 are the phase plane and Poincare maps of a typical synchronous and period doubled case,
respectively, created using a demodulation frequency of 0.70000Hz. Subplots c and d are
respectively the same synchronous and period doubled case using a demodulation frequency of
0.699959Hz. The smearing effects in subplots a and b are minimized in subplots c and d. As the
signal approaches chaos, the smearing effect caused by the small differences in demodulation
frequency becomes less important; however, as the signal goes beyond chaos and reaches a
frequency shifter period doubled state, the differences will again become noticeable.
Gate Rotation Time Series
G (t)
64-pt FIR Bandpass Filter
g (t)
Frequency Demodulation
(Hilbert Transform)
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Figure 4-3: Technique used to obtain phase plane trajectories and Poincare maps.
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Figure 4-4: Smearing effects caused by variations in demodulation frequency (a=c & b=d).
To find the ideal frequency that minimizes smearing of the phase plane trajectory, we used
an iterative and exhaustive search algorithm based on the spread of the Poincare map's center of
mass. We initiate the algorithm with the demodulation frequency set at 0.7Hz. A Poincare map
is created at that frequency and we define the spread of its center of mass as
I- (X~~+Y -2
Spread = (X - X)+ (Y-Y) (4.5.8)
j=I
where Xj and Yj are the coordinates of the jth point of the Poincare map and X and Y is the
coordinate of its center of mass. The demodulation frequency is then changed by some small
value and if the spread of the center of mass is reduced, then the search continues. The search
pattern uses a zig zag pattern and can usually determine the demodulation frequency to within
0.000002Hz within 20 iterations. Due to the complexity of the Poincare map for high order
bifurcations, calculating the ideal demodulation frequency is only possible for synchronous,
·
·
period doubled, and frequency shifted period doubled cases. Fortunately, the demodulation
frequency for higher order bifurcations is not as sensitive as it is for the other cases;
consequently, we can use half the carrier harmonic frequency as the demodulation frequency
with impunity.
Figure 4-5: A typical phase plane trajectory.
Now that we have the phase plane, what kind of information can we obtain from it? Figure 4-5
shows a typical phase plane trajectory of a synchronous resonance case in dotted lines and
several parameters that we can measure. PPx and PPy are the maximum extent of the x and y-
axis, respectively, of the phase plane trajectory. Physically, PPx and PPy represent the amount of
modulation in the signal. If PPx and PPy were both zero, then the phase trajectory would be a
point which means that there is no modulation in the signal. If either PPx or PPy is zero, then the
peaks representing the modulated wave components in the gate rotation spectrum would be the
same size. Otherwise, one of the peaks representing the modulated wave component will be
larger than the other. Which of the two peaks will be larger cannot be determined from
information in the phase plane. PPm is the maximum width of the trajectory and is defined as
PP = PP + pp2 (4.5.9)
In the case of a circular trajectory, PPm is the total height of the modulation amplitude. For more
complex trajectories, PPm does not have any physical meaning. PPo is the carrier amplitude of
the demodulated wave and is defined as the radius from the center of mass to the origin, i.e.,
PPO =  X- + Y2 (4.5.10)
where X and Y are the mean values of the real and imaginary parts of (4.5.6).
The last characteristic of a phase plane is orientation angle Tp. The phase angle is defined as
the angle between the center of mass and the positive x-axis from 0' to 3600, i.e.,
p= tan-'() 0 < <p < 3 600  (4.5.11)
This angle has no physical meaning and is dependent on the amplitude of the carrier and
modulated components and the initial value of the time series. The dependency on the carrier
and modulated components can be eliminated by comparing data sets with similar carrier and
modulated responses. Furthermore, the orientation angle changes when the initial value of the
time series changes. For example, let us say we have a finite time series representing the gate
rotation during a one hour experiment. We decided that we want to take 4096 points at 10
samples per second time t=50 minutes. If we plot the phase plane trajectory using all 4096
points, then we will have get an orientation angle p0. If we instead eliminate the first 6 points,
sample lag the time series, and use the remaining 4090 points of the same time series to calculate
the phase plane, then the orientation angle will be q where 9p *p . The figure below illustrates
what happens to the phase plane trajectory for different values of sample lag. The table below
contains all of the phase plane information for all ten trajectories in the figure. As the sample lag
increase, the phase plane trajectory goes counter clock-wise around the origin. As we would
expect, PPx and PPy varies depending on how the trajectory is oriented in the phase plane. PPm
remains constant so we know that the maximum and minimum of the trajectory does not change
which implies that the shape of the trajectory is independent of the orientation angle. Likewise,
PPo,, does not change with the qp. Consequently, PPm and PPo provide consistent quantities that
can be used to compare phase plane trajectories from different data sets.
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Figure 4-6: Phase trajectories of the same time series with various sample lag values.
Besides quantitative results, a plot of the phase plane trajectory and the Poincare map also
reveal qualitative information. In particular, the shape of the trajectory provides a direct measure
of the number of bifurcations in the signal. A circular or and an elliptical trajectory with one
point on the Poincare map typically signifies no period doubling has taken place. A heart shaped
or double circular trajectory with two points on the Poincare map usually implies that the gates
are experiencing period doubling. A very large wavy circular trajectory with two points on the
Poincare map represents frequency shifted period doubling. All other trajectories with scattered
points generally means that the gate is experiencing anything from period quadrupling to chaos.
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7
I Trajectory Lag PP I PP, PPm PPo.
I 2 1 16 2.42 1.62 2.92 0.99 1341.1
4 I 56 I 1.53 I 2.49 I 2.93 I 1.01 I 262.1 I
I 6 I 101 I 2.31 I 1.79 I 2.92 I 1.01 I 208.6 I
I 8 I 215 I 2.03 I 2.10 I 2.92 1 0.99 I 132.8 I
10 265 2.21 1.91 2.92 1.00 35.1
Table 4-8: Phase plane information for a shifted times series.
I

Chapter 5
Results
The results presented in this section are intended to show experimental evidence of the existence
of hysteresis and chaos in the Venice Lagoon storm gates. The emphasis of this section will be
placed on observing trends and peculiarities in the steady and unsteady wave experiments.
Consequently, no theoretical explanations will be given for the cause of the phenomena observed
in these experiments. For a conceptual discussion of the cause of these phenomena as well as a
comparison of the theoretically predicted results versus the experimentally obtained ones, see
Sammarco's dissertation on the Theory of Subharmonic Resonance of Storm Gates for Venice
Lagoon.
The data analysis techniques used to obtain results in this chapter were described in Chapter
4. References to data analysis procedures in the proceeding sections are intended to provide only
a cursory idea of the analytical methods used to obtain the results.
5.1 Hysteresis
The hysteresis experiments consist of amplitude and frequency scans which were analyzed using
the functions pampsc and pfreqsc, respectively (see Appendix B for the source code). Both
functions used the free surface elevation and gate rotation time series collected during each scan
interval to calculate the incident wave and subharmonic response of the gate at each step in the
scan. The incident wave values were determined using the incident and reflected monochromatic
wave amplitude analysis. The gate response results were procured using the amplitude
calculation method for a sinusoid. The information at each step was then used to make a
composite plot of the scan with the x-axis as the scanned parameter and the y-axis as the
subharmonic gate response E. The proceeding sections contain these composite x-y plots. The
right arrow marker "-->" indicates a forward scan while the left arrow marker "<--" denotes a
reverse scan. In a forward scan, the scanned parameter increases with time. Likewise, in a
reverse scan, the scanned parameter decreases with time.
The natural frequency of Mode 1 resonance for the flume gates at 37.5cm water depth is
0.702+0.005Hz. To subharmonically resonate the gates, we used an incident wave frequency
twice the natural frequency of Mode 1. For the sake of the following discussion, twice the
natural frequency, 1.40Hz, will be referred to as the natural harmonic frequency of Mode 1. The
natural harmonic frequency will serve as a reference point for comparing the various hysteresis
scans.
5.1.1 Amplitude Hysteresis
As a reminder, amplitude hysteresis can be observed by using an amplitude scan. Figure 3-5
illustrates an idealized amplitude scan with a hysteresis region defined by ABCD. Figures 5-1
through 5-15, shows the experimental amplitude scans for frequencies ranging from 1.34Hz to
1.50Hz at intervals of 0.01Hz except for 1.35Hz and 1.49Hz. At 1.34Hz (Figure 5-1), the gates
do not subharmonically resonate at all. At 1.50Hz (Figure 5-15), the gates appear to resonate
slightly for high incident wave amplitudes. Comparing the resonance at 1.50Hz to the
subharmonic response of the scans near the natural harmonic frequency reveals that the
resonance at this frequency is negligible. In short, the amplitude scans presented in this section
provide a complete picture of the subharmonic response of Mode 1 for incident wave amplitudes
less than 2cm. This picture is the three-dimensional hysteresis space consisting of the incident
wave amplitude, the incident wave frequency, and the subharmonic gate response. Since Figures
5-1 through 5-15 are cross-sectional slices of this 3-dimensional space, they were combined to
recreate the 3-dimensional views shown in Figures 5-16 and 5-17.
The most dramatic display of amplitude hysteresis occurs as 1.36Hz (Figure 5-2). In the
forward scan, the subharmonic response goes from 0' to over 6' with a change in incident wave
amplitude of about 1 mm. In the reverse scan, the response stays above 40 until the incident wave
amplitude decreases to approximately 1.5cm. Within less than a millimeter change in wave
amplitude, the subharmonic response jumps from about 40 back to 00. The hysteretic region
spans almost 8mm or approximately a third the size of the scan. What makes this scan more
spectacular is that there was no subharmonic response for the same changes in amplitude at
1.34Hz. This does not mean, however, that hysteresis can not exist at 1.34Hz. In fact, the
hysteresis region might be even larger at 1.34Hz than it is at 1.36Hz.
To understand why hysteresis can exist at 1.34Hz even though our scans show no signs of
subharmonic activity at this frequency, we must look at the trend in the size of the hysteresis
region. As a point of reference, let us compare the scan at the natural harmonic frequency
(1.40Hz) with the other scans. At 1.40Hz. (Figure 5-6), the hysteresis region is about 6mm wide
with a forward scan discontinuity at a little over 1.5 cm and a reverse scan discontinuity at a little
less than 1 cm. For brevity, the forward scan discontinuity, point B in Figure 3-5, will be
referred to as the forward jump and the reverse scan discontinuity, point A in Figure 3-5, will be
referred to as the reverse jump. At 1.42Hz (Figure 5-8), the width of the hysteresis region has
been reduced to about 3.5mm with a forward jump of about 1.25cm and a reverse jump of about
0.9cm. At 1.45Hz (Figure 5-11), the hysteresis region completely vanishes.
As we decrease the incident wave frequency relative to the natural harmonic frequency, the
hysteresis region gets larger. At 1.38Hz (Figure 5-4), the hysteresis region is about 6mm wide
with a forward jump of about 1.8cm and a reverse jump of about 1.2cm. As we mentioned
earlier, at 1.36Hz, the width of the hysteresis region is about 7.5mm with a forward jump of
about 2.25 cm and a reverse jump of about 1.5cm. From these observations, we can easily
conclude that as the hysteresis region gets wider, the forward jump point increases.
Consequently, we could have shown that hysteresis existed at 1.34Hz if we had used a larger
amplitude range in our scans. We can take this argument one step further and naively state that
hysteresis exists for much lower frequencies if the amplitude is high enough. Our generalization,
however, is not realistic because in nature, wave cannot be infinitely large. Simply put, if a wave
is too big, it will break. Consequently, the upper bound of our amplitude scan was limited by the
largest non-breaking wave we could generate. We further confined the wave to be linear which
meant that the maximum wave amplitude for our scans was reduce to about 2.5cm.
Another important conclusion we can make from our observations is that the hysteresis
region is larger on the left side of the natural harmonic frequency than it is on the right side. So
far, we have measured the size of the hysteresis region only by the width of its forward and
reverse jumps despite the fact that the region is actually an area with a height. The height of the
hysteretic region is the magnitude of the gate response which is not the same at the region's
forward and reverse discontinuities. The height at the forward discontinuity, point C in Figure 3-
5, is always larger than the height at the reverse discontinuity, point D in Figure 3-5.
Furthermore, the overall subharmonic response decreases as the frequency goes from 1.34 to
1.50Hz. At 1.45Hz, the heights of the forward and reverse discontinuities are 0' because the
hysteresis region vanishes. For frequencies above 1.45Hz, subharmonic excitation exists but the
response decreases with increasing frequency. In short, the subharmonic response of the gates is
physically band-limited to a bandwidth of approximately 0.1Hz around the natural harmonic
frequency; subsequently, the gates act as a bandpass filter for subharmonic resonance of a
trapped mode.
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Figure 5-1: Amplitude scan at f = 1.34Hz.
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Figure 5-6: Amplitude scan at f = 1.40Hz.
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Figure 5-8: Amplitude scan at f = 1.42Hz.
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Figure 5-10: Amplitude scan at f = 1.44Hz.
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Figure 5-11: Amplitude scan at f = 1.45Hz.
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Figure 5-12: Amplitude scan at f = 1.46Hz.
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Figure 5-13: Amplitude scan at f = 1.47Hz.
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Figure 5-15: Amplitude scan at f = 1.50Hz.
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Figure 5-17: 3-D overview of reverse amplitude scans.
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5.1.2 Frequency Hysteresis
Amplitude and frequency hysteresis are just two different ways to look at the same phenomenon.
Figure 5-16 is a sketch of the 3-dimensional parameter space in which hysteresis exists. As we
mentioned in the previous section, amplitude hysteresis can be observed by using an amplitude
scan which in reality is an amplitude cross-section of the hysteresis parameter space at a constant
frequency. Likewise, frequency hysteresis can be observed by using a frequency scan. A
frequency scan is a frequency cross-section of the hysteresis parameter space at constant
amplitude. Figures 5-32 and 5-33 show 3-dimensional views created by reassembling the cross-
sections of the forward and reverse frequency scans shown in Figures 5-19 and 5-31. The 3-
dimensional views of the forward amplitude and frequency scans should be the same, i.e.,
Figures 5-16 and 5-32 should be similar. Likewise the 3-dimensional views of the reverse
amplitude and frequency scans should be similar.
Figure 3-9 illustrates an idealized frequency scan with a hysteresis region defined by ABDE.
Figures 5-19 through 5-31, shows the experimental frequency scans for an average incident wave
amplitude ranging from 1.37 to 2.37cm. In Chapter 3, we mentioned that the reflection on the
sea side of the barrier combined with some wave generation frequency dependencies makes
regulating the incident wave amplitude at a constant amplitude very difficult as the frequency
changes. We then showed that the incident wave amplitude varied about I to 2mm around a
mean amplitude as the frequency changed from 1.33 to 1.52 Hz. The consequence of variability
in the incident wave amplitude is a deviation in the subharmonic gate response from the idealized
scan shown in Figure 3-9.
As we can see from Figure 5-19, all the characteristics of an idealized frequency scan are
preserved despite the jagged path traced out by the gate response for the forward and reverse
scans. The gate response is 00 in the forward scan up until about 1.40Hz where it jumps to 3.5' .
As the scan continues forward, the gate response does not appear to be as smooth as the ones
from the amplitude scans. In the reverse scan, the same jagged path is retraced until the
frequency reaches the point of its forward discontinuity. As the frequency is further reduced, the
gate response continues to increase until it reaches a peak roughly in the middle of the hysteretic
region and then begins to get smaller. When the frequency is reduced to about 1.365Hz, the gate
response jumps from about 3.80 to 00 where it stays until the end of the scan.
The other frequency scans behave in the same way. Using the scan at 1.37cm (Figure 5-19)
as a reference, we can make a few generalizations about a frequency scan as the incident wave
amplitude increases. We have already seen from the amplitude scans that the subharmonic gate
response increases with increasing incident wave amplitude, so observing this trend in the
frequency scan is no surprise. In the amplitude scan, we observed that the hysteretic region was
larger on the left side of the natural harmonic frequency than on the right. In the frequency
scans, the hysteretic region does not even go past the natural harmonic frequency. Therefore, the
natural harmonic frequency appears to be an upper bound for the hysteresis region. Sammarco
provides a good explanation of this observation in his dissertation.
As the incident wave amplitude increases, the frequency where the forward and reverse
jumps take place decreases. The width of the hysteretic region appears to increase slightly as the
incident wave amplitude gets larger. The height, on the other hand, goes from a maximum of
about 40 at 1.37cm to about 6' at 1.88cm. Unfortunately, the hysteresis region for frequency
scans at amplitudes greater than 1.88cm were cut short because the of insufficient range in
frequency. These scans were included to help illustrate the fact that the point where the
subharmonic response tapers to 00, point C in Figure 3-9, get larger with increasing incident
wave amplitude. In summary, the subharmonic region and the hysteretic region get larger as the
incident wave amplitude increases for a frequency scan.
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The following plots show the frequency scans from our hysteresis experiments in the slices
in which they were obtained. Sammarco uses the same data to produce slightly different plots in
his dissertation. Instead of treating the scans as individual cross-sections of the hysteresis
parameter space, Sammarco takes all the points from all the forward scan and assumes that each
point is a valid point in the hysteresis parameter space. He then defines a cross-sectional slice by
specifying an incident wave amplitude with a small width and selects all points within this slice.
He does the same thing for the reverse scan and plots the two slices together producing a nearly
ideal frequency scan. Since we were mainly concerned with experimentally demonstrating the
existence of frequency hysteresis, we chose to remain true to the experiments and plot the data
without any modifications.
One of the complications that arise from assuming that all data points from every scan maps
directly onto the hysteresis parameter space occurs at the discontinuities. For the most part, the
forward and the reverse jumps are discontinuous. However, we can see in many of the plots that
data points exist in the discontinuous region, i.e., data points that belong to neither the upper nor
lower branch of the subharmonic gate response. These points are present because we did not
provide the gates with enough time to equilibrate to the changes in the incident wave parameters
before we began recording the response at a given step. Fortunately, the scan step size was small
enough so that these transients did not alter the effects of the hysteresis phenomenon we were
trying to observe. One way to legitimately remove these transient points without repeating the
experiments is to up sample our data. In other words, we could double the scan step size and
take every other point of the scan which would effectively increase the duration between steps by
a factor of two. The cost in up sampling the data is that we lose points in our scan. However, if
we only up sampled the data at the discontinuities, then we only lose points we did not care too
much about in the first place. The hysteresis data for both types of scans presented contains no
post processing of any kind after analysis by pampsc and p.freqsc.
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Figure 5-19: Frequency scan at a = 1.37cm.
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Figure 5-20: Frequency scan at a = 1.46cm.
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Figure 5-22: Frequency scan at if = 1.62cm.
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Figure 5-23: Frequency scan at U = 1.71cm.
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Figure 5-24: Frequency scan at ZT = 1.79cm.
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Figure 5-25: Frequency scan at Zi = 1.88cm.
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Figure 5-26: Frequency scan at ZT = 1.97cm.
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Figure 5-27: Frequency scan at U = 2.05cm.
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Figure 5-28: Frequency scan at U = 2.13cm.
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Figure 5-29: Frequency scan at i = 2.21cm.
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Figure 5-30: Frequency scan at Z" = 2.29cm.
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Figure 5-32: 3-D overview of forward frequency scans.
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Figure 5-33: 3-D overview of reverse frequency scans.
5.2 Modulated Waves
In the hysteresis experiments, we were primarily concerned with the effects of subharmonic
resonance of the Venice Lagoon storm gates. In particular, we were interested in the response of
the gates to incremental changes in the incident wave amplitude and frequency. The modulated
waves experiments take our study of subharmonic resonance one step further by exploring the
effects of wave amplitude and frequency modulation on the gates. With respect to the steady
waves used in the hysteresis experiments, the waves in these experiments have a central peak that
represents a steady or carrier component and two equally spaced side peaks that creates the
unsteady or modulated effect.
Although a real ocean spectrum is far more complicated than that of our modulated wave
model, performing experiments with wave modulation is at least one step closer towards
modeling the actual sea environment where the Venice gates will eventually find themselves.
Despite the simplicity of modulated wave we used, we were able to observe some fairly
complicated response from the gates. Specifically, we observed period doubling, period
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quadrupling, chaos, frequency shifted period doubling, and even coexistence. All of these
phenomena are inherent to a chaotic dynamical system and in our particular case, the product of
further resonance of subharmonically resonating gates using modulated waves.
The results in this section are presented in series of 4 subplots labeled from a to d. Subplot
a shows a partial time series of the subharmonic component of the gate rotation. The harmonic
part of the rotation was filtered out using a 64-pt FIR bandpass filter. Subplot b is a power
spectrum of the filtered time series in a which we shall refer to as the full gate spectrum. Subplot
c is the phase plane trajectory and associated Poincare map obtained by demodulating the carrier
frequency from time series in a. Finally, subplot d is a power spectrum of the demodulated
signal in c. One useful interpretation of the power spectrum in d is that it represents the
spectrum of the envelope of the gate rotation in a.
Figure 5-34 through 5-50 are the results from a series of experiments using a fixed carrier
frequency of 1.40 Hz and a modulated frequency of 0.04Hz. The figures are sequentially order
from lowest to highest modulation amplitude ratio a. As a reminder, ac is the ratio between the
incident modulated and carrier wave amplitude. Table 5-1 provides an overview of the incident
wave amplitudes, beach reflection coefficient, phase trajectory statistics, and degree of chaotic
response for Figure 5-34 through 5-50.
At a=0.37 (Figure 5-34), we see a typical case of synchronous resonance. The envelope of
the time series is periodic; the full power spectrum has energy primarily at the carrier and
modulated frequencies; the phase trajectory is circular with its Poincare map appearing as a
single point; the spectrum of the envelope has most of its energy at the modulated frequency.
When we increase a to 0.57 (Figure 5-37) we see period doubling. The envelope of the time
series is slightly modulated with a period twice as long as the original modulation. The full
power spectrum now has energy half way between the carrier and modulated frequencies. The
phase trajectory has turned into a double circular orbit with 2 points on its Poincare map. As we
would expect from our observation of the time series, the power spectrum of the envelope now
also contains energy at half the modulated frequency.
At a=0.72 (Figure 5-41), we see a mild case of chaos. The time series does not appear to
be periodic, the full power spectrum is not typical of any bifurcations, and the phase trajectory is
irregular with a streak of points as its Poincare map. At a=0.81 (Figure 5-43), some order in the
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time series is restored. At a glance, the envelope of the time series does not appear to be
modulated. However, a closer examination will show that every fourth lobe in the envelope is
just a bit larger than the other three. The full and envelope power spectrum confirms this
observation because they show energy present at one quarter the modulation frequency. At
a=-0.87 (Figure 5-44), we see the first case of strong chaos. The time series has no periodicity,
the full power spectrum has energy at irregular intervals between the carrier and modulated
frequency, and the envelope spectrum is somewhat broad banded. The most dramatic effect of
stronger chaos occurs in the phase trajectory. The trajectories now seem to have two patches.
They move in one patch for a while and then jump to the other patch. This is undeniably
characteristic of chaos.
As we increase a even more, the chaotic orbits go away. At a=1.30 (Figure 5-50), we see
an ideal case of frequency shifted period doubling. If we had only looked at the time series, we
would have never known that the signal was even period doubled since there is no modulation in
the envelope. The full power spectrum also does not appear to suggest that period doubling
exists; however, we can immediately see that the center peak has been shifted by the modulation
frequency. The phase trajectory is not typical of a synchronous resonance as the time series
would mislead us to believe. The Poincare map has two points which indicates period doubling.
The envelope spectrum confirms our observations from the phase information. Most of the
energy in the envelope has moved to half the modulation frequency; however, the spacing
between the peaks of the envelope spectrum is exactly the modulation frequency. Consequently,
the envelope appears to me modulated at the modulation frequency. Frequency-shifted period
doubling is the most dominate feature of these unsteady waves experiments. All modulational
frequencies we tried in our detailed probe of the parameter space had this phenomenon if the
modulational amplitude ratio was high enough.
The results presented here represent only a fraction of the available data for the modulated
wave experiments. Similar slices across the modulation parameter space at 0.02Hz to 0.06Hz in
0.005Hz increments can be found in Appendix C. Since the characteristics of these slices are
similar to the ones we have furnished, we will not repeat this discussion for these slices.
However, we will point out one more interesting phenomenon. Figure 5-51 is an example of
coexistence. The time series is typical of a chaotic response. The full gate and envelope power
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spectrums appear to be slightly chaotic with traits of period doubling. Once again, the phase
plane has the definitive proof that we are observing something different. This record is over 100
minutes long which explains why the phase trajectory here appears denser than the ones in the
previous plots. Nonetheless, this duration is what make observing coexistence possible. The
outline of the phase trajectory is very similar to a frequency-shifted period-doubled path, but the
inside region appears to be chaotic. Over the duration of the acquisition, the gates switched from
having a strong chaotic response to a weak frequency-shifted period-doubled response. Since
these long records are taken with a total runtime of 3 hours and a stability time of over an hour,
we are certain that this coexistence is not caused by inadequate settling time. We have seen
some cases where the signal goes from frequency-shifted period-doubling to chaos. Needless to
say, we will not pretend to understand this phenomenon, but we have presented here to complete
our observations of the phenomena observed in the basin experiments using modulated waves.
Filename a L RI a BR I PP PPy PP CLev
r1-- I rr-- -I I r rf 1 r.-i I rA.__l, ..i I I
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Table 5-1: Results from modulated wave experiments for U = 0.04Hz.
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Figure 5-35: D0420B00, Q =0.040Hz, a = 0.47. Synchronous resonance.
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Figure 5-37: D0416B00, Q =0.040Hz, a = 0.57. Moderate period doubling.
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Figure 5-38: D0423B00, O =0.040Hz, a =0.61. Strong period doubling.
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Figure 5-39: DO500B00, 0 =0.040Hz, a =0.67. Strong period doubling.
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Figure 5-41: DO501B00, Q =0.040Hz, a =0.72. Weak chaos.
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Figure 5-42: D0403B00, 0 =0.040Hz, a =0.77. Weak chaos.
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Figure 5-43: D0502B00, L =0.040Hz, a =0.81. Weak period quadrupling.
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Figure 5-44: D0503B00, O = 0.040Hz, a = 0.87. Strong chaos.
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Figure 5-45: D0505B00, 0 = 0.040Hz, a = 0.93. Strong chaos.
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Figure 5-46: D0405B00, L2 =0.040Hz, a =0.97. Strong chaos.
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Figure 5-47: D0506B00, K = 0.040Hz, a = 1.02. Strong chaos.
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Figure 5-49: D0406B00, K2 =0.040Hz, x = 1.13. Moderate frequency-shifted period doubling.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
The work presented in this thesis is part of a larger effort to understand the dynamics of the
proposed flood gate design for the Venice Lagoon. In particular, Sammarco's theories predicting
the phenomena of hysteresis and chaos in the subharmonic response of the gates have been
verified. In the steady wave experiments, we examined the effects of wave amplitude and
frequency variations on the subharmonic response of the gates. We have shown that the response
is band-limited to a narrow range around the natural harmonic frequency, i.e., twice the natural
frequency of the trapped mode. We have observed that the response increases as the incident
wave frequency is decreased relative to the natural harmonic frequency. Furthermore, we have
noticed that the gate response gets larger with increasing wave amplitude.
The results from the hysteresis experiments suggest that perhaps the gate barrier is more
susceptible to failure than we previously thought. When a storm approaches the lagoon, the
waves in the inlets will gradually become larger in amplitude and smaller in frequency. These
gradual changes in the wave field caused by the advancing storm corresponds to a simultaneous
amplitude and frequency scan. Consequently, the barrier may experience out-of-phase resonance
before the mature storm passes over the area. In fact, as the frequency decreases from a calm sea
state to a stormy one, the spectra of the ocean waves might pass through one of the many regions
of resonance in the barrier causing the out-of-phase resonance to begin. Since the subharmonic
gate response strengthens as the frequency is decreased, the out-of-phase motion of the barrier
will grow as the storm approaches. Once subharmonic resonance develops, it takes very little
energy to keep it going. Therefore, it might be possible that this resonance can be maintained
throughout a storm if a portion of the energy in the mature storm is within the resonance region
of one of the trapped modes excited while the storm was developing. Additional studies can be
performed using the characteristics of an approaching storm and the experimental setup
described in this thesis to confirm this potential problem.
In the unsteady waves experiments with periodic modulation of the incident wave envelope,
we have found period doubling, period quadrupling, chaos, frequency-shifted period doubling,
and coexistence. These experiments are one step closer to modeling the response of the gates
due to real ocean waves. We have discovered that if the modulational amplitude is sufficiently
large, chaotic resonance of the subharmonic response can occur. For very large modulational
amplitudes, i.e., amplitude equal or greater than the carrier wave amplitude, frequency-shifted
period doubling always occurs. Frequency-shifted period doubling has the largest subharmonic
gate response which makes it the worst case scenario for the real gates. Further investigations
should be done to determine whether the dominance of this phenomenon in modulated waves
carries over to real ocean waves with a broad spectrum.
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Appendix A
Data Archive
A.1 Experiments
Although the results from only two experiments were presented in this document, the raw data
from four major experiments were archived. The data from the two experiments not covered in
this thesis are included for future analysis. The archives contain two types experiments
performed in two different facilities for a total of four independent experiments. The four
experiments will be referred to as hysteresis in the flume, hysteresis in the basin, modulated
waves in the flume, and modulated waves in the basin (see Table A. 1).
Experiment
Hysteresis
Frequency and amplitude scans of Mode
1. Found hysteresis phenomenon for
both types of scan. Results covered in
Chapter 5.
Amplitude scans of Mode 2 with locked
gates and Modes 1 and 2 with unlocked
gates. Preliminary data analysis shows
erratic gate response. Due to complexity
and limited time, no further analysis was
done.
Modulated Waves
Explored modulated waves for Mode 1.
Ground work for basin experiments.
Found a few cases of chaos and
frequency-shifted period doubling.
Results were not emphasized due to
similarity with results from the basin.
Explored modulated waves for Mode 1.
Found many cases of period doubling,
period quadrupling, chaos, and frequency
shifted period doubling. Results covered
in Chapter 5.
Table A-1: Overview of the experimental data archived.
Hysteresis in the flume provides both frequency and amplitude scans of the hysteresis
phenomenon for Mode 1 predicted by Sammarco. As a reminder, a frequency scan is a series of
Flume
Basin
I
segmented data acquisitions in which the incident wave generation frequency varies in small
steps while the incident wave amplitude remains fixed. Likewise, an amplitude scan is a similar
variation in amplitude holding frequency fixed. The results from both frequency and amplitude
scans were presented in Chapter 5.
Since the basin gates can support Modes 1 and 2, hysteresis in the basin contains amplitude
scans of the hysteresis phenomenon for both modes. We did not attempt to perform frequency
scans in the basin because of problems with lateral oscillations at certain frequencies within the
scan range. Besides, we had trouble holding the incident wave amplitude fixed for varying
frequency. These experiments were divided into two phases. The first phase focused on Mode
2. After locking the gates so that only Mode 2 could be resonated, we ran a series of amplitude
scans for fixed frequencies ranging from 1.09-1.28Hz with the amplitude varying from 0.5 to
2.5cm. The second phase of the hysteresis in the basin experiment contains a series of amplitude
scans for fixed frequencies ranging from 1.18-1.46Hz with amplitude variation comparable to the
first phase. The gates were unlocked which allowed them to oscillate freely in any mode.
Unfortunately, as we changed frequencies, the modes became erratic so we had trouble
identifying the modal patterns. We believe that we were either observing a mixture of Modes 1
and 2 or some higher mode that we had not anticipated. To complicate matters further, the scans
generated some lateral oscillations in the channel which created a 3-dimensional wave field that
required a more sophisticated analysis technique than we were using. In short, all of the
hysteresis experiments in the basin were set aside because we did not have enough time to
analyze the data appropriately.
The modulated wave experiments in the flume were chronologically performed after the
hysteresis experiments in the flume. The goals of these experiments were to find characteristics
typical to the onset of chaos. At the time these experiments were carried out, the theory had not
been developed far enough to guide the experiments; consequently, much of the modulated wave
experiments in the flume was trial-and-error. However, we did find a few cases of chaotic
behavior and we did encounter frequency-shifted period doubling.
Like the modulated wave experiments in the flume, we were looking for chaos in the basin.
The frictional effects of the side wall were smaller in the basin; therefore, the threshold of the
chaotic phenomena we wanted to observe was lower here than in the flume. We found many
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examples of period doubling, period quadrupling, chaos, and frequency-shifted period doubling.
The results of our work in the basin were presented in Chapter 5. Since the modulated wave data
in the flume oniy confirmed the results of the data gathered in the basin, we chose not to
emphasize the flume data in this document.
A.2 Storage and Retrieval
The data archives are stored on two Bernoulli 150MB disks. One disk contains all of the
modulated waves experiments while the other contains the hysteresis experiments. All raw data
files have been compressed using PKZIP. A copy of PKUNZIP is included on each disk to
decompress the data files. A second backup copy of the archives is stored on a TR-1I data
cartridge. The raw data files on the data cartridge have not been compressed.
Each archive contains six subdirectories. Figure A-1 is an illustration of the directory tree
for a typical archive. The IDATA subdirectory contains the raw data for the experiment. The
/EXSCRIPT subdirectory has the script files used by Neptune to automate the experiment. The
/PLOTS subdirectory holds the figures created using the raw data from the experiment. The
/PROCESS subdirectory contains the Matlab process functions used to analyze the raw data from
the experiment. The IRECORD subdirectory consists of the record (*.REC) and the log (*.LOG)
files generated by Neptune during an acquisition. Finally, the /RESULTS subdirectory contains
the results of the analysis performed on the data using the process functions found in the
/PROCESS subdirectory.
C,3 modwaveStbas.inL - data
- C reccxd
- p reslts
- ecord
- 0 resfits
Figure A-I: Directory tree of the modulated wave archive.
There are several types of files found in the archives. Table A-2 provides a list of the
different file types, their filename extensions, and a brief description. Information about how to
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decompress the raw data archives as well as the contents of each archive can be found in
INDEX_DA.TXT. The text file EXP_INFO. TXT has a summary of the setup information about
the experiment including the location of the instruments, the calibration constants, and the
generation and acquisition parameters pertinent to the experiment.
File Type Extension Description
Analysis results *.DAT Purely numerical output from a Matlab process
function
Configuration *.CFG Configuration of the data acquisition boards used
in the experiment
Self-extracting archive *.EXE Self-extracting compressed raw data archive
Executable *.EXE Data acquisition program (NEPTUNE),
decompression program (PKUNZIP)
PKZIP archive *.ZIP Compressed raw data archive
Raw data *.PRN Raw data file
Record from experiment *.REC Record of a series of raw data files
Log from experiment or *.LOG Detailed record of a series of raw data files or the
process function alpha numeric results from a Matlab process
function
Matlab script file *.M Process function used to analyze the data.
Text *.TXT Text file for general information
Table A-2: File types found in data archives.
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Appendix B
Matlab Functions
B.1 Overview
Matlab is written by The MathWorks, Inc. and is an acronym for Matrix laboratory. We used
Matlab's signal processing capabilities to analyze the raw data from our experiments. Matlab
has many default functions and toolboxes. Toolboxes are a collection of functional script files,
i.e. text files with .M filename extensions and the word function in the first line, with similar
purposes. The main toolbox employed by our data analysis techniques is the Signal Processing
Toolbox. For more information about Matlab, its default functions, its toolboxes, and functional
script files, see the Matlab Reference Guide.
Matlab also provides the capabilities for users to write their own functional script files. For
organizational purposes, the functional script files created to analyze data from our experiments
have been divided into the following three categories: general purpose, analysis, and process
functions (see Tables B.1-B.3). General purpose functions are the building blocks for analysis
and process functions. They use only default Matlab functions, functional script files from
Matlab's toolboxes, or other general purpose functions. As their name suggest, general purpose
functions do not have any experiment specific usage in our data analysis routines.
Like general purpose functions, analysis functions are used in process functions. Analysis
functions use every type of function except other analysis or process functions. They can
analyze at most a single raw data (*.PRN) file at a time. These functions are the actual
implementations of the data analysis techniques described in the Data Analysis section of the
Chapter 4. For example, refl is the implementation of the incident and reflected monochromatic
wave analysis.
The last category of custom functional script files is the process functions. Process
functions can use every type of function except other process functions. Used in conjunction
with procrec, process functions can analyze each data file of a record (*.REC) file. Typically,
only one process function is needed to analyze all the data from a given experiment. For
example, pampsc is used without any modification to analyze the approximately 3500 data files
generated from the amplitude scan portion of the hysteresis experiments in the flume. These
functions output their results in a text file containing purely numerical results (*.DAT files) or
mixed numerical and character strings (*.LOG files).
Figure B-I is an illustration summarizing the various layers of Matlab functions described
above. Sections B-2 through B-4 contains the source code of the general purpose, analysis, and
process functions found in Tables B-1 through B-3. The code has been italicize to distinguish it
from the text. Most of the functional script files contain a header that explains the function's
arguments as well as more detail on what the function actually does. For the most part, the
physical units used in these functions are meters for amplitude and length, degrees for gate
rotation, radians for phase, and Hz for sample rate, frequency, and bandwidth.
Figure B-1: Venn diagram of Matlab's functional hierarchy.
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Name Description
amp_phas Calculates the amplitude and phase of one or more time series.
bpf_sig Band pass filter a time series with a FIR filter.
convmeas Converts one or more potentiometer or wave gauge time series from digital
counts into physical units.
get_freq Calculates the frequency of a monochromatic wave.
getfreq2 Calculates the frequency of a monochromatic wave more accurately than
getfreq; however, it takes more time.
plotdft Plots the spectral density of a time series.
proc_rec Processes a record file using a process function.
rem_ext Removes the extension from a filename.
md2 Rounds a number to the nearest power of 2.
wavenum Uses the dispersion relationship to calculate wave number for a given
frequency and water depth of a monochromatic wave or the carrier wave
component of a modulated wave.
wavenum2 Uses the dispersion relationship to calculate wave number for a given
frequency (carrier and modulated) and water depth of the modulated wave
component of a modulated wave.
writedat Writes matrix to data file in either integer or floating point formats.
Table B-l: General purpose functions.
Name Description
melville Calculates the phase plane and Poincare map of a time series from its Hilbert
transform.
refl Calculates the incident and reflected monochromatic wave from the time
series of two wave gauges separated by a distance d.
reflmod Calculates the incident and relflected carrier and modulated wave from the
time series of two wave gauges separated by a distance d.
testmod Creates two modulated wave time series representing the measured values of
of two wave gauge separated by a distance d. Used to test reflmod.
testrefl Creates two monochromatic wave time series representing the measured
values of two wave gauge separated by a distance d. Used to test refl.
Table B-2: Analysis functions.
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Name Description
pampsc Calculates incident and reflected monochromatic waves as well as gate
rotation for the amplitude scan portion of the hysteresis experiments in the
flume.
pfreqsc Calculates incident and reflected monochromatic waves as well as gate
rotation for the frequency scan portion of the hysteresis experiments in the
flume.
pmodamp Calculates incident and reflected of the carrier and modulated wave
components for the modulated wave experiments in the basin.
modplots Produces plots of the band pass filtered gate rotation time series, spectral
density, phase plane, Poincare map, and envelop spectral density of a single
gate for the modulated wave experiments in the basin.
plotmod Plots the spectral density of a modulated wave with the amplitude of the main
peaks for both synchronous and subharmonic response.
Table B-3: Process functions.
B.2 General Purpose Functions
B.2.1 AMPPHAS.M
function a=ampphas(data,param, mode)
% AMP_PHAS (data,[SRfreq bw], mode)
% Computes the amplitude and relative phase of a periodic waveform by
% takingfft and computing the area under the resulting curve.
%
% data => time series of periodic signal (MXN where M>N)%
% SR =>sample rate
% freq =>frequency [Hz] to center the bandpass filter
% bw = > bandwidth offilter (default bandwidth is .05 Hz.)%
% mode=> 1 =fast(use upto max power of 2 length), 0=slow (use all data)
%
% Written by Hoang H. Tran
% June 19, 1996
SR = param(l);
freq = param(2);
if length(param)==2, bandwidth = 0.05; else bandwidth = param(3); end
sz=size(data); if sz(2)>sz(1), data=data'; end
NS=max(sz); Cols=min(sz);
if nargin==2, mode=0; end
if mode == 1, NS=rnd2(NS); data=data(J:NS,:); end
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T=NS/SR;
% Rectangular window aroundfreq, size is 2*bandwidth
band=floor((freq-bandwidth) *T):ceil((freq+bandwidth) *T);
data=detrend(data); % Remove drift from time series
% Calculated amplitude for each vector
fdat=fft(data,NS); mdat=abs(fdat).^2;
a(1,:)=sqrt(sum(m_dat(band,:)))/T/pi^2*20/SR;
% Calculate amplitude correction factor
y =[a(l,:)'*sin(freq*2*pi*[O:NS-1I/SR)]';
m_dat=abs(fft(y,NS)).A^2;
a(1,:)=a(1,:)*2-sqrt(sum(mdat(band,:)))/T/pi ^2 *20/SR;
% Calculate phase from set zero phase sinusoid
sfdat=fft(sin(freq*2*pi*[O:NS-]'/SR),NS);
for k= J:Cols
ind=find(f dat(:,k)= = max(fdat(band,k)));
a(2,k)=angle(fjdat(ind,k))-angle(sfdat(ind));
end
a=a';
B.2.2 BFGSIG.M
function fdata=bpf_ sig(datafreq,SR,band)
% BPF_SIG(datafreq,SR,bandwidth)
% Band passes a signal at specified center frequency and bandwidth.
%
% data=> Time series
% freq=> Center frequency [Hz]
% SR=> Sample Rate
% band=> Bandwidth [Hz]
%
% fdata=> Filtered data
%
% Written by Hoang H. Tran
% June 27, 1996
N=64; % Size offilter
if nargin <4, band=.4; end % Default bandwidth around center freq
b=firl (N,[freq-bandfreq+band]/SR*2);
sz=size(data);
if sz(2)>sz(1), data=data'; end
data=detrend(data);
for k=1:size(data,2), data(:,k) =filter(b, ,data(:,k)); end
skip = ceil(2 *SR/freq);
fdata=data(N/2+1+skip:length(data),:);
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B.2.3 CONVMEAS.M
function meas=convmeas(data, slope);
% CONVMEAS(data, slope)
% Convert wave gauge or gate rotation time series from digital
% counts to physical units.
%
% data => time series in units of counts (bits)
% slope => slope of calibration curve [units/volts]
% e.g. for wave guages [im/volts], for potentiometers [deg/volts]%
% Written by Hoang H. Tran
% September 18, 1995
for k= 1:length(slope)
meas(:,k)=(detrend(data(:,k)))/204.8. *slope(k);
end
B.2.4 GETFREQ.M
function freq=getfreq(data,SR)
% GETFREQ(data,SR)
% Returns the frequency of a signal (monochromatic)
%
% data => time series
% SR => sample rate [Hz]
%
% Written by Hoang H. Tran
% July 19, 1995
NS=pow2(nextpow2(length(data)))*4;
fdata=fft(data-mean(data),NS);
freq=find(fdata = = max(fdata))/NS*SR;
B.2.5 GETFREQ2.M
function freq=getfreq2(data,SR)
% GETFREQ2(data,SR)
% Returns the frequency of a monochromatic sinusoid
% with correction factor. This function is more accurate than
% GETFREQ, but it also more time consuming (avg. 0.4482 secs.
% with accuracy to 0.00132 Hz (100%) and 0.001 Hz (82%)for test
% data of 1040 sample points at 20 samples/sec) scan from 0.4 Hz
% to 1.6 Hz.) This function uses GETFREQ twice.
%
% data => time series
% SR => sample rate [Hz]
% Written by Hoang H. Tran ritt    . 
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September 19, 1995
freql =getfreq(data,SR);
y=sin(freql *2 *pi*[1: length(data) *2]7SR);
freq2=2 *freql-getfreq(y,SR);
y=sin(freq2 *2 *pi*[J:length(data) *2]'/SR);
freq=2 *freq2-getfreq(y,SR);
B.2.6 PLOTDFT.M
function hg=plotdft(data,param,X,units,tit)
% PLOTDFT(data,[SR NS])
% Calculates the DFT at NS equally spaced frequencies and then
% plots the magnitude of the frequency response.
%
data => Time series.
SR => Sample rate of data
NS = > Number offrequencies for the evaluation over ur
*NOTE* NS>=L
PLOTDFT(data,[SR NS],X)
Xmax=> Maximum value of X-axis
PLOTDFT(data,[SR NS],[Xmin Xmax],'units')
PLOTDFT(data,[SR NS],[Xmin Xmax Ymax],'units')
Ymax=> Maximum value of Y-axis
PLOTDFT(data,[SR NS],[Xmin Xmax Ymin Ymax],'units')
% Written by
it circl
Hoang Tran
June 27, 1996
SR = param(1);
if length(param)= = 1, NS=length(data); else NS=param(2); end
if NS<length(data), NS=length(data); end
data=data-mean(data);
NS=rnd2(NS);
m_dat=2 *abs(fft(dataNS)). ^A2;
m_dat(1)=mdat(2);
f=(SR/NS)*[O:(NS-1)]'; hg=semilogy(fmdat);
set(hg,'Line Width', O.3);
set(gca,'FontSize', 13,'FontName','Times','FontAngle','Italic');
if nargin>4, title(tit); end
xlabel(frequency [Hzl');
if nargin<4
ytext= 13\timesf\italic Power spectrum [unitsA2 sec]l';
else
ytext=sprintf(\l3\\times\\italic Power spectrum [%sA2 seci]',units);
end
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%
%
%
%
e
sylabel(ytext);
ifX(1)= =0, flj=1; else fl =X(1)*NS/SR; end; f2=X(2)*NS/SR;
if nargin<3
Ymax=max(mdat([:NS/2j]))
Ymin=min(mdat([1:NS/2]))
axis([O SR/2 Ymin 1O*Ymax]);
else
if length(X)==1
Ymax=max(mdat([1:fl]));
Ymin=min(mdat([l:fl]));
axis([O X(1) Ymin 10*Ymax]);
elseif length(X)==2
Ymax=max(mdat(fl.f2));
Ymin=min(mdat(flJ:f2));
axis([X(1) X(2) Ymin 1O*Ymax]);
elseif length(X)==3
Ymax=max(m dat(fl42));
axis([X(l) X(2) X(3) 1O*Ymaxl);
else
axis([X(1) X(2) X(3) X(4)]);
end
end
set(gca,'FontSize', 13,'FontName','Times','FontAngle',Italic');
grid; set(gca,'YGrid', 'off);
B.2.7 PROC_REC.M
function procrec(filename, profunc, datfile, log_ file)
% PROCREC(rec file, process function, function output file,
% record file processing output file)
%
% recfile=> recfile to process, string argument
% process function => any function with the following for
% FUNCTION(data, param, dat-file, log-file, prnfile)
% function output file (datfile) => file to write datafromfu
% record file processing output file (log file) = > file to writ
% from the record prcessing
%
% Written by Hoang H. Tran
% June 16, 1996
if nargin<3, datfile= junk.dat'; end;
if nargin<4, log-file= junk. log'; end;
eval(sprintf('delete %s',datfile));
eval(sprintf('delete %s',log-file));
n-files=O;
rec file=fopen(filename, 'r');
while(feof(recfile)==O)
if fscanf(rec-file,'%s',8)-=[]
n files=nfiles+ 1;
end
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mat:
nction
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end
frewind(recflle);
FLcum=O; time=0;
for filenumber= I :n files,
flops(0); tO=clock;
data file=fscanf(recfile,'%s', 1);
SR=fscanf(rec file, '%f, 1);
NS=fscanf(rec-file,'%f, 1);
NC=fscanf(rec-file,'%d',1);
freq=fscanf(rec file, '%of, 1);
freqm=fscanf(rec file, '%f, I);
amp=fscanf(recfile,'%d', 1);
ampm=fscanf(rec file,'%d', 1);
eval(sprintf('load %s',data.file));
d-file=remext(data file);
datfile=sprintf('%s',datfile);
log file=sprintf('%s',logfile);
param=[SR freqfreqm amp m/amp];
eval(sprintf('%s(%s,param,dat-file, log-file,data file)',profunc,d file));
eval(sprintf('clear %s',dfile)); tl =clock;
FL_cum = FLcum + flops; time=time+etime(tl,tO);
disp(sprintf('File #%d: %sVtFLOPS: %d: %dVTime: %d',filenumber,datafile,flops, FL_cum, time))
end
fclose(rec-file);
B.2.8 REM_EXT.M
function newfile= remext(file)
% REMEXT(filename)
% Removes .XXX extension from a filename
k=find(file= = '.');
ifk-=[]
newfile=file(l:k-1);
else
newfile=file;
end
B.2.9 RND2.M
function k=rnd2(alpha)
% RND2(alpha)
% Returns the quantity closest to 2 to alpha power
if alpha > 1.0
if pow2(nextpow2(alpha))-alpha < alpha-pow2(nextpow2(alpha)-J)
k=pow2(nextpow2(alpha));
else
k=pow2(nextpow2(alpha)-J);
end
end
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B.2.10 WAVENUM.M
function k= wavenum(freq,h);
% WAVENUM(freq, water depth)
% Calculates the wave number given the frequency (in hertz)
% and water depth (in meters).
%
% Written by Hoang H. Tran
% November 15, 1994
TOL=.00000001;
if h<0
error('Your water depth is negative!');
end
omega2=(2*pi*freq)A 2;
rk=2*pi*freq^2/1.56;
k=omega2/(9.81 *tanh(rk*h));
while abs(k/rk-1) > TOL,
rk=k;
k=omega2/(9.81 *tanh(rk*h));
end
B.2.11 WAVENUM2.M
function K=wavenum2(freq, freqm, k, h);
% WAVENUM2(freq, freqm, carrier wave number, water depth)
% Calculates the wave number given the frequency (in hertz)
% and water depth (in meters) for a modulated wave.
%
% Written by Hoang H. Tran
% June 28, 1996
TOL=.00000001;
if h<0, error('Your water depth is negative!'); end
omega2=(2 *pi*(freq+freqm))A 2;
rk= 2 *pi*(freq+freqm)A^2/1.56;
Kk=omega2/(9.81 *tanh(rk*h));
while abs(Kk/rk-1) > TOL,
rk=Kk;
Kk=omega2/(9.81*tanh(rk*h));
end
K=abs(Kk-k);
B.2.12 WRITEDAT.M
function writedat(data, filename, fint)
% WRITEDAT (data, filename, type)
% Writes an array to a file.
% if mode!=0, then write over an existingfile or create a newfile
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% else append data to an existing file (Append mode is default)
%
% if type==O then print integer, else printfloatinfpoint
%
% Written by Hoang H. Tran
% December 12, 1994
file=fopen(filename, 'w');
for i= 1:size(data, 1)
fprintf(file,fmt,data(i,:));
fprintf (file, \n',data);
end
fclose(file);
B.3 Analysis Functions
B.3.1 MELVILLE.M
function [pp,po] = melville(data, freqf freqm, SR)
% [phaseplane, poincare] = MELVILLE(data, freqf freqm, SR)
% Calculate the phase plane and poincare map of a time series
%
% data => a vector (modulated wave time series)
% freqf => forcing frequency
% freqm => modulated frequency
% SR => Sample Rate
g = conj(hilbert(data(:)));
len=length(data);
h_tmp=g((.025*len):(.975*len));
phitmp=angle(htmp(l:SR/freqf));
index=find(phijtmp==max(phitmp));
h=h_tmp(index:length(htmp));
len=length(h);
amp=abs(h); phi=angle(h);
pp=amp. *exp(i*(phi+2 *pi*freqf*[J:len]'/SR));
alpha= : SR/freqm;
po=pp(find(real(pp(alpha))==min(real(pp(alpha)))):SR/freqm:len);
B.3.2 REFL.M
function r=refl(data, SR,freq,L,depth, chl,ch2)
% REFL(data, SR, freq, L, depth, chl, ch2)
%
% Returns incident and reflected wave amplitude from wave gauge data
% for a 1-D wave;
% data => wave gauge time series to analyze data = > wave gauge time series to analyze
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% SR = > sample rate of time series
% freq => frequency to examine
% L => distance between gauges
% depth => depth of water at the location of the guages
% chl => column location in data of the first gauge
% ch2 => column location in data of the second gauge
%
% Written by Hoang H. Tran and Carlo Procaninni
% November 15, 1994
a=ampphas([data(:,chl) data(:,ch2)],[SR freq]);
c=a(:, 1). *exp(-i*a(:,2));
k= wavenum(freq,depth);
alpha=ones(2,2); alpha(2,1)=exp(i*k*L); alpha(2,2)=exp(-i*k*L);
r=abs(inv(alpha)*c(:)); r(3) = r(2)/r(1) *100; r=r';
B.3.3 REFLMOD.M
function r= reflmod(data,SR,freq,freqm,L,depth,chl, ch2,bandwidth)
% REFLMOD(data, SR, freq, freqm, L, depth, chl, ch2, bandwidth)
%
% Returns incident and reflected wave amplitudes from wave gauge data
% for a I-D wave modulated wave;
%
% data => wave gauge time series to analyze
% SR => sample rate of time series
% freq => carrier frequency
% freqm => modulated frequency
% L = > distance between gauges
% depth = > depth of water at the location of the guages
% chl => column location in data of the first gauge
% ch2 => column location in data of the second gauge
%
% Written by Hoang H. Tran
% June 14, 1996
if nargin==8
bandwidth = .005;
end
k= wavenum(freq,depth);
Km=k-wavenum2(freq,-freqm,k,depth);
Kp=k +wavenum2(freq,freqm,k,depth);
a=amp-phas([data(:,chl) data(:,ch2)],[SR freq bandwidth]);
c=a(:, 1). *exp(-i*a(:,2));
alpha=ones(2,2); alpha(2,1)=exp(i*k*L); alpha(2,2)=exp(-i*k*L);
car=abs(inv(alpha) *c(:));
a=amp-phas([data(:,chl) data(:,ch2)],[SRfreq-freqm bandwidth]);
c=a(:,1).*exp(-i*a(:,2));
alpha(2,1)=exp(i*Km*L); alpha(2,2)=exp(-i*Kp*L);
modL=abs(inv(alpha)*c(:));
a=amp_phas([data(:,chl) data(:,ch2)],[SR freq+freqm bandwidth]);
c=a(:, 1). *exp(-i*a(:,2));
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alpha(2,1)=exp(i*Kp*L); alpha(2,2)=exp(-i*Km*L);
modR=abs(inv(alpha)*c(:));
r=[car;car(2)/car(1);
modL;modL(2)/modL(1);
modR;modR(2)/modR(1);
(modL(1) +modR(1))/car(1)/100];
r=r';
B.3.4 TESTMOD.M
function data=testmod(NS,SR,freq,freqm,L,depth.a)
% TESTMOD(NS, SR,freqfreqm,L,depth,amp
% Generates two vectors of data representing two wave gauges
% measuring reflected and incident waves for a modulated wave
% in a I-D chanbel
%
% NS => Number of samples in generated data
% SR = > Sample rate of generated data
% freq => Frequency of wave [Hz]
% freqm => Frequency of wave [Hz]
% L => Wave guage separation [m]
% depth => Water depth [m]
% amp => vector of 6 amplitudes: [ainc aref AL_inc AL_ref ARinc ARref]
%
% Written by Hoang H. Tran
% June 18, 1996
k=wavenum(freq,depth);
Km=wavenum2(freq,-freqm,k,depth);
Kp=wavenum2(freq,freqm,k,depth);
x=O:NS-1; om=2*pi*freq*x/SR; OM=2*pi*freqm*x/SR;
data(:, 1)=[real((a(1)+a(2)+(a(3)+a(4))*exp(i*OM)+(a(5)+a(6))*exp(-i*OM)). *exp(-i*om))]';
data(:,2)=[real((a(1)+a(3)*exp(-i*(Km*L-OM))+a(5)*exp(i*(Kp*L-OM))). *exp(i*(k*L-om))+..
(a(2)+a(4)*exp(-i*(Kp*L-OM))+a(6)*exp(i*(Km*L-OM))). *exp(-i*(k*L+om)))]';
B.3.5 TESTREFL.M
function data= testrefl(NS,SR,freq,inc,ref,L,depth)
% TESTREFL(NS,SR,freq,inc,ref L,depth)
% Generates two vectors of data representing two wave gauges
% measuring reflected and incident waves in a 2-D channel.
%
% NS => Number of samples in generated data
% SR => Sample rate of generated data
% freq = > Frequency of wave [Hz]
% inc = > Incident wave amplitude [cm]
% ref => Reflected wave amplitude [cm]
% L => Wave guage separation [m]
% depth => Water depth [m]
%
% Written by Hoang H. Tran
% September 27, 1995
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PI2=2 *pi; x= 0:NS-1;
k= wavenum(freq, depth);
signal=(exp(-i*PI2 *freq*x/SR));
data(:, 1) = real((inc + ref) *signal(:));
data(:,2) = real((inc*exp(i*k*L)+ref*exp(-i*k*L)) *signal(:));
B.4 Process Functions
B.4.1 P_AMPSC.M
function p._ampsc(data,NS,SR,freq,datjfile,log_file)
% p_ampsc(data,NS,SR,freq,dat file,log file)
%
% Function to process hysterisis amplitude scan in the flume for
% trial 2. This functin will vary from experiment to experiment, so
% don't assume that just because the file has the same name it will be
% the samefile.
% Data column configuration
% col = > Wave Maker
% col 2=> 1st Wave Gauge (closest to wave maker- sea side)
% col 3=> 2nd Wave Gauge (closest to gates- sea side) (3m
% separation from gates)
% col 4=> 3rd Wave Gauge (lagoon side) (3m from gate)
% col 5=> Gate Rotation (left gate when facing the wave maker)
LS=.202; % Separation of wave gauge 1 and 2 in m.(sea side)
% Estimate water depth, readjust using mean of wave gauge data
depth=.375-sum(mean(data(:,2:4)))/3/204.8*.01;
% Calibrate wave gauge data (zeroing is done in calibration funct)
wg(:,1) = calgaug(data(:,2),0.01);
wg(:,2)=cal-gaug(data(:,3),0.01);
wg(:,3)=cal.gaug(data(:,4),O.01);
% Gate Calibration
% deg=[-10 -7 -5 0 5 7 10];
% volts=[5.2783 5.498 5.674 6.067 6.499 6.67 6.9141];
% alpha=polyfit(deg,volts, 1) % linear least-squares fit
% slope=0.0824; intercept=6.0858
gate=calgate(data(:,5),0.0824);
% Begin processing data
gatesh=amp.phase(gate,NS,SR,freq/2);
gateh=ampphase(gate,NS,SRfreq);
lagoon=ampphase(wg(:,3),NS,SR,freq);
sea= refl(wg,NS, SR,freq,LS,depth, 1,2)
wavemaker=ampphase(data(:, 1)-mean(data(:, 1)),NS,SR,freq);
% Write to DATfile
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% col J=>freq
% col 2=> Incident Wave Amplitude (sea side) [cm]
% col 3=> Reflection Coefficient (sea side) [%]
% col 4=> Wave Amplitude (lagoon side) [cm]
% col 5=> Gate Harmonic Rotation [deg]
% col 6=> Gate Subharmonic Rotation [deg]
file=fopen(dat_file,'a');
fprintf(file,'%2.3,\t',freq);
fprintf(file,'%2.3At%2.3ft', sea(1) *100,sea(3));
fprintf(file,'%2.3ft', lagoon(1) * 100);
fprintf(file,'%2.3j\t%2.3j\t',gateh(1),gatesh(1));
fprintf(file, \');
fclose(file);
% Write to LOG file
% col 1= > PRN datafile name
% col 2=>freq
% col 3=> Wave Maker Amplitude [counts]
% col 4=> Incident Wave Amplitude (sea side) [cm]
% col 5= > Reflected Wave Amplitude (sea side) [cm]
% col 6=> Reflection Coefficient (sea side) [%]
% col 7=> Wave Amplitude (lagoon side) [cm]
% col 8=> Gate Harmonic Rotation [deg]
% col 9=> Gate Subharmonic Rotation [deg]
file=fopen(logfile, 'a');
fprintf(file,'%2.3jAt',freq);
fprintf(file,'%2.3fit',wavemaker(1));
fprintf(file,'%2.3j\t%2.3fpt%2.3j\t',sea(1)*100,sea(2)*100,sea(3));
fprintf(file,'%2.3P\t',lagoon(]) *100);
fprintf(file,'%2.3fit%2.3f\t',gateh(1),gatesh(1));
fprintf(file, \n');
fclose(file);
B.4.2 P_FREQSC.M
function pfreqsc(data,NS,SR,freq,datfile,logfile)
% p-freqsc(data,NS,SR,freq,dat-jile,logfile)
%
% Function to process hysterisis frequency scan in the flume.
% Thisfunctin will vary from experiment to experiment, so
% don't assume that just because the file has the same name it will be
% the same file.
% Data column configuration
% col 1=> Wave Maker
% col 2=> 1st Wave Gauge (closest to wave maker- sea side)
% col 3=> 2nd Wave Gauge (closest to gates- sea side) (3m
% separation from gates)
% col 4=> 3rd Wave Gauge (closest to gates- lagoon side) (3m from gate)
% col 5=> 4th Wave Gauge (closest to beach- lagoon side)
% col 6= > Gate Rotation (left gate when facing the wave maker)
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LS=.202; % Separation of wave gauge I and 2 in m.(sea side)
LL=.199; % Separation of wave gauge 3 and 4 in m.(lagoon side)
% Estimate water depth, readjust using mean of wave gauge data
depth=.375-sum(mean(data(:,2:5)))/4/204.8*.01;
% Calibrate wave gauge data (zeroing is done in calibration funct)
wg(:, 1)=cal_gaug(data(:,2),0.01);
wg(:,2)=cal-gaug(data(:,3),0.01);
wg(:,3)=cal_gaug(data(:,4),0.01);
wg(:,4)=cal-gaug(data(:,5),0.01);
% Gate Calibration
% deg=[-O10 -7 -5 0 5 7 10];
% volts=[5.2783 5.498 5.674 6.067 6.499 6.67 6.9141];
% alpha=polyfit(deg,volts,1) % linear least-squares fit
% slope=0.0824 ; intercept=6.0858
gate=calgate(data(:,6),0.0824);
% Begin processing data
gatesh=amphase(gate,NS,SRfreq/2);
gateh=ampphase(gate,NS,SR,freq);
sea= refl(wg,NS,SR,freq,LS,depth, 1,2)
lagoon= refl(wg,NS,SRfreq,LL,depth,3,4);
wavemaker=amp.phase(data(:, J)-mean(data(:,1)),NS,SR,freq);
% Write to DATfile
% col 1=>freq
% col 2=> Incident Wave Amplitude (sea side) [cm]
% col 3=> Reflection Coefficient (sea side) [%]
% col 4=> Transmitted Wave Amplitude (lagoon side) [cm]
% col 5=> Transmitted Reflection Coefficient (lagoon side) [cm]
% col 6=> Gate Harmonic Rotation [deg]
% col 7=> Gate Subharmonic Rotation [deg]
file=fopen(datfile,'a');
fprintf(file,'%2.4/\t',freq);
fprintf(file,'%2.3it%2.3f\t',sea(1) *100,sea(3));
fprintf(file,'%2.3N\t%2.3fJ\t', lagoon(])*00, lagoon(3));
fprintf(file,'%2.3,\t%2.3f\t',gateh(1),gatesh(1));
fprintf(file, \n');
fclose(file);
% Write to LOGfile
% col I=> PRN datafile name
% col 2=> freq
% col 3=> Wave Maker Amplitude [counts]
% col 4=> Incident Wave Amplitude (sea side) [cm]
% col 5=> Reflected Wave Amplitude (sea side) [cm]
% col 6=> Reflection Coefficient (sea side) [%]
% col 7=> Transmitted Wave Amplitude (lagoon side) [cm]
% col 8=> Transmitted Releflected Wave Amplitude (lagoon side) [cm]
% col 9=> Transmitted Reflection Coefficient (lagoon side) [cm]
% col 10=> Gate Harmonic Rotation [deg]
% col 11=> Gate Subharmonic Rotation [deg]
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file=fopen(logfile,'a');
fprint•file, '%2.4jft'freq);
fprintf(file,'%2.3f\t',wavemaker(l));
fprintf(file,'%2.3,it%2.3i\t%2.3j\t',sea() *100, sea(2) *100, sea(3));
fprintf(file,'%2.3f\t%2.3ft%2.3f\t',lagoon(]) *100,lagoon(2) *1 00,lagoon(3));
fprintf(file,'%2.3\t%2.3/\t',gateh(1),gatesh(1));
fprintf(file, Wn');
fclose(file);
B.4.3 P_MODAMP.M
function pmodamp(data,param,datfile, logjfile,prn file)
% pmodamp(data,param,dat.file,logfile,prnjile)
% or
% pmodamp(data,[SRfreq,freqm],datjfile, log-file)
%
% Function to process incident and reflected carrier and
% amplitudes from modulated wave experiments.
%
% data = > Time series 8 columns with the following con
% Data column configuration
% col = > Wave Maker
% col 2=> WGI
% col 3=> WG2
% col 4=> WG3
% col 5=> WG4
% col 6=> WG5
% col 7=> WG6
% col 8=> WG7
% B G
% E A WG4<-L2->WG3
% A WG7<-L4->WG6<-L3->WG5 T
% C E WG2<-LI->WG1
%H S
%
% param(l) = SR => Sample Rate
% param(2) = freq => Carrier frequency
% param(3) = freqm => Modulated frequency
%
% datfile = Name of Datafile
% log-file = Name of Log file
% prn file = Name of PRN (Pseudo Raw Numbers) file
Ll =.232;
L2=.228;
L3=.231;
L4=.227;
modulated wave
figuration
% meters
% meters
% meters
% meters
if length(param) -= 3
error('Wrong number of paramters');
end
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NS = length(data(:,1));
SR = param(l);
freq = param(2);
freqm = param(3);
depth = .59; % meters
% Calibrate wave gauge data (zeroing is done in calibration funct)
wg(:, 1) =calgaug(data(1:NS,2),0.02);
wg(:,2) = calgaug(data(1:NS,3),0.02);
wg(:,3)=cal-gaug(data(J:NS,4),0.02);
wg(:,4) = calgaug(data(1:NS,5),0.02);
wg(:,5) = cal.gaug(data(J:NS,6),.04/1.96);
wg(:,6) = cal-gaug(data(1:NS, 7),.04/1.88);
wg(:, 7) = cal-gaug(data( l:NS,8),.04/1.93);
bandwidth = .005; % Hz.
% Begin processing data
Seal =reflmod(wg,SR,freqfreqm,LJ,depth, 1,2,bandwidth) *100
Sea2 = reflmod(wg,SR,freq,freqm,L2,depth,3,4,bandwidth)* 100
avSea=mean([Seal; Sea2]);
Lag = reflmod(wg, SR,freq,freqm,L3,depth,5,6,bandwidth) *100
Lag2= reflmod(wg, SR,freq,freqm,L4,depth,6,7,bandwidth) *100
avLag=mean([Lagl;Lag2 ]);
% Write to DATfile
% col 1=> Name of PRNfile
% col 2=> Modulationalfrequency
% col 3=> Average incident carrier wave (Ac)
% col 4=> Left average incident modulated wave (Al)
% col 5=> Right average incident modulated wave (Ar)
% col 6=> Am/Ac=(Al+Ar)/Ac
% col 7=> Avg. Beach reflection
file=fopen(datfile, 'a');
fprintf(file,'%s\t', upper(remext(prn-file)));
fprintf(file, '%2.3f ',freqm);
fprintf(file,•'%2.2\t',[avSea(1);avSea(4);avSea(7);(avSea(4)+avSea(7))/avSea(1)]');
alpha=avLag(1)+avLag(4)+avLag(7);
bera=avLag(3)*avLag(1)/alpha+avLag(6)*avLag(4)/alpha+avLag(9)*avLag(7)/alpha;
fprintf(file,'%2. 1ft',beta);
fprintf(file, Nn');
fclose(file);
% Write to LOGfile
% row 1, col 1=> PRN datafile name
% row 2-5 => sea side 1&2, lagoon side 1&2
% col 1=> Incident carrier wave amplitude [cm]
% col 2=> Reflected carrier wave amplitude [cm]
% col 3=> Reflection coeffiecient of carrier wave
% col 4=> Incident left modulated wave amplitude [cm]
% col 5=> Reflected left modulated wave amplitude [cm]
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% col 6=> Reflection coeffiecient of left modulated wave
% col 7=> Incident right modulated wave amplitude [cm]
% col 8=> Reflected right modulated wave amplitude [cm]
% col 9=> Reflection coeffiecient of right modulated wave
% col 10=> Modulated to carrier wave amplitude
file=fopen(logfile, 'a') 9;
fprintf(file,'%s\t', upper(remext(prn.jile)));
fprintf(file, n)9;
fprintf(file,'%2.3f\t',Seal);
fprintf(file, \n');
fprintf(file, '%2.3j\t',Sea2);
fprintf(file, \n');
fprintf(file, '%2.3fit', Lag 1);
fprintf(file, Nn');
fprintf(file,'%2.3/\t',Lag2);
fprintf(file, Wn');
fclose(file);
B.4.4 MODPLOTS.M
function modplots(gdat,param,dat file,log-file,prnjile)
% modplots(gdat,[SR freq freqm arat],datfile,log-file,prn.file)
SR=param(1);
freq=param(2);
freqm=param(3);
arat=param(4);
global f,;
GateCalib = [ 14.6790
14.0129
16.0561
14.1205
14.4018
13.8083
16.0768
14.7836
14.9423
15.3608
15.6144 ';
filename=rem _ext(upper(prnjfile));
printname=filename; len=length(filename);
printname(len-1)=dec2hex(str2num(filename(len-l:len)));
file=fopen(logjile, 'a');
fprintfi(file,'%s\n',flename);
g=4:9;
gdata=bpfsig(convmeas(gdat(:,g),GateCalib(g))Jreq/2,SR);
clear gdat;
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if arat<.5
for p=g
ind=p-min(g)+J;
f(ind)=findfreq(gdata,SR,freq,freqm, ind);
end
end
figure(]); plotgate(gdata,SR,f reqm,filename);
printname(len)= 't';
orient('tall'); eval(sprintf('print -deps %s.eps',printname));
figure(2);
for p=g,
printname(len)=int2str(p);
ind=p-min(g)+l;
subplot(221)
hg=plot([1: length(gdata(:,ind))J]/SR,gdata(:,ind));
set(hg,'Line Width',0.01);
set(gca,'FontSize',13); set(gca,'FontName','Times');
set(gca,'FontAngle', 'Italic');
xlabel('t [sec]'); title('a)');
sylabel( 13\timeslVtalic \Theta [deg]}');
axis([0 150 -6 6]); set(gca,'YTick',j[-6:2:6]);
subplot(222)
plotdft(gdata(:,ind),SR,[.4 1 1], 'deg, 'b)');
set(gca,'FontName','Symbol');
set(gca, 'XTick', [0.4:. 1:1.01);
subplot(223)
[pp,po]=plotpppm(gdata(:, ind),f(ind),freqm,SR,'c)');
center=sqrt(mean(real(pp)). ^2+mean(imag(pp)). ^2);
ydiag=max(imag(pp))-min(imag(pp));
xdiag=max(real(pp))-min(real(pp));
fprintf(file,'%.3f\t%.3f\t%3f,xdiag,ydiag, center);
fprintf(file, Nn');
subplot(224)
plotdft(real(pp),SR,[0 2 *freqm le-3],'deg', 'd)');
set(gca,'FontName','Symbol');
set(gca, 'XTick',[O:freqm/2:2 *freqm ]);
orient('tall'); eval(sprintf('printsto -deps %s.eps',printname)); p
end
figure(]); clf;
figure(2); clf;
fclose(file);
B.4.5 PLOTMOD.M
function k=plotmod(sdata,chan,NS,SR,freq,freqm)
eval(sprintf('load %s',sdata)):
eval(sprintf('data = %s;',remext(sdata)));
% gate=(data(:,chan)-mean(data(:,chan)))*101/2048*20/1.6;
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gate = cal_.gaug(data(:,2),2);
top=max(abs(fft(gate)))/45.25502714;
plotdft(gate, length(gate),SR,2.5);
temp=sprintf'%s at Freq= %.2f: %.3fHz',sdata,freq,freqjm);
title(temp);
amp.peakh=amp.phase(gate,SRfreq,.005);
ampsidej_=ampphase(gate,SR,freq-freq _m,.005);
ampsider=amp. phase(gate,SR,freq+freqm,. 005);
temp=sprintft Peak = %.2f,amppeakh(1));
text( 1.75,top*.90,temp);
temp=sprintf('Side L = %.2f,ampsidej(1));
text(1.75,top*.82,temp);
temp=sprintf'Side_R = %.2f,ampsider(1));
text(1.75,top*. 74,temp);
amp.peakjh=amp.phase(gate,SR,freq/2,.005);
ampside_=ampjphase(gate,SR,freq/2-freq m,.005);
ampsider=amp..phase(gate,SR,freq/2+freqm,.005);
amp dbll=ampphase(gate,SR,freq/2-freqm/2,.005);
ampdblr=amp.phase(gate,SRfreq/2+freqm/2,.005);
temp=sprintf 'Peak = %.2f,amppeakh(1));
text(.2,top*.90,temp);
temp=sprintf('Side_L = %.2f,ampsidel(1));
text(.2,top*.82,temp);
temp=sprintf('Side_R = %.2f,amp_.sider(1));
text(.2,top*. 74,temp);
temp=sprintf('DublL = %.2f,ampdbll(1));
text(.2,top*.66,temp);
temp=sprintf('DublR = %.2f,ampdblr(1));
text(.2,top*.58,temp);
clear
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Appendix C
Modulated Wave Data
C.1 Overview
A sample of the results obtained from the modulated wave experiments performed in the basin
was provided in Chapter 5. For completeness, this appendix contains the rest of the processed
data from the modulated wave parameter space in Figure 3-14. Tables C-1 and C-2 contain an
overview of these results. Data sets are labeled by their raw data (*.PRN) filename. The tables
have been divided by modulation frequency and sorted by increasing modulation amplitude ratio
a. In other words, data sets with the same modulation frequency are grouped together. Within
these groups, the data sets are presented in order from smallest to largest modulation amplitude
ratio. The modulational amplitude ratio is defined as
a = L+R (C.1.1)
a
where L and R are respectively the amplitudes of the left and right peaks corresponding to the
modulated component of the incident wave (see Figure C-1). BR is the weighted average beach
reflection of the transmitted modulated wave components defined as
BR= a"a +LL+Rr R (C.1.2)
a+L+R
where ca9, L, and R are the reflection coefficients calculated from the incident and reflected
modulated wave analysis described in Chapter 4.
For each data set, we collect the gate rotation time series for all 11 gates in the basin. Due
to spatial irregularities, the dynamic response varied from gate to gate. Because of wall effects,
the two gates (gates 10 and 11) closest to the wall on the continuous walled side of the channel
were ignored. The 3 gates closest to the to the other wall were ignored because of similar wall
effects coupled with the possible disturbances caused by the opened wall section of the channel.
PPx, and PP, are the averaged maximum x and y-axis excursion of the phase plane trajectory for
the 6 center gates in the barrier, i.e. gates 4 through 9. PPx, and PP, provides a measure of the
amount of modulation in the gate rotation time series. PP,, is the averaged carrier subharmonic
gate amplitude 6 center gates. CL.ev is an index describing the amount of chaos in the data set. A
value of I means the signal only exhibits signs of synchronous subharmonic resonance. A value
of 2 indicates period doubling and a value of 4 means period quadrupling has occurred. An
index of C indicates that the signal is exhibiting chaotic behavior. And finally, an index of 2S
signifies that the gate rotation has undergone frequency-shifted period doubling. Coexistence is
also possible, so for example, an index of C/2S denotes a signal that exhibits both characteristics
of chaos and frequency-shifted period doubling.
1.3 1.32 1.34 1.36 1.38 1.4 1.42
frequency [HzJ
1.44 1.46 1.48 1.5
Figure C-1: Power spectrum of a typical incident wave.
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a[cm]
1.35
1.30
1.22
1.35
1.32
1.29
1.37
1.32
1.28
L
[cm]
0.40
0.55
0.83
0.37
0.50
0.64
0.26
0.45
0.61
1.30 I U.2s
0.035 1.29 I 0.46
1.24
1.21
1.36
0.58
0.75
0.44
1.31 0.56
1.27 I 0.67
1 7 I n 70
R
[cm]
0.23
0.29
0.42
0.22
0.31
0.38
0.17
0.31
0.48
U.23
0.39
0.52
0.47
0.65
1.03
0.44
0.61
0.79
0.31
0.57
0.85
BR
[%]
5.0
U.i/ I o.U
0.65 6.7
0.88 I 6.1
0.65 I 1.16 I 6.6
0.45 0.65 7.6
0.60
0.74
0 R7
0.89
1.10 7.0
I o I A I
murU•sUU 1 U.U3U I 1.35
E1600B00 I 0.050 1.32
E1607B00 10.050 1.29
U.46 I 0.49 I 0.70
0.58
0.69
0.61
0.70
0.90
1.08
8.7 I 1.1 I 1.6 I 1.8
1.8 I 1.4
4.5 I 0.4
Table C-1: Results from modulated wave experiments, part I.
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Ciev
[Hz]
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.025
0.025
0.025
0.030
0.030
0.030
U.US3,
1
PPo
[deg]
0.1
1.8
0.0
2.0
0.0
1.9
Filename
D0522B00
D0617B00
D0714B00
D0521B00
D0616B00
D0703B00
D0605B00
D1001B00
D0701BOO
DUOU41SUU
D1000B00
D0812B00
D0710B00
D0509B00
D0612B00
E1419B00
D0709B00
2S
PP,
[deg]
6.7
3.0
23
2.7 1.5
PPx,
[deg]
5.6
1.9
40
6.7
2.4
4.3
1
1.2 C
0.035
0.035
0.045
0.045
0.045
0045
0.0 I 2S
C
2
2
CI _________ I _________ L.....................
'A
C
Filename 0 a L R a BR PPx PPv Ppo CLev
[Hz] [cm] [cm] [cm] [%] [deg] [deg] [deg]
D0621B00 0,050 1,27 0.72 0.71 1.12 8.1 53 348 0A C
E1610B00 0.050 1.29 0.75 0.73 1.14 7.7 4.1 6.1 0.1 C/2SE1614BOO 0.050 1.30 0.82 0 •74 120 742 446 437 0.0 2S
D0708B00 0.050 1.29 0.85 0.75 1.24 7.5 3.6 5.3 0.0 2S
DO600BOO 0.055 1.38 028 0.40 0.50 5.8 0.7 1.2 2.0 1
D0920B00 0.055 1.32 0.48 0.57 0.80 5.7 1.9 2.0 1.5 2D0610B00 0.055 1.29 0.53 0.61 0488 5.9 2.2 2.1 1.5 4
D1006BOO 0.055 1.29 0.59 0.65 0.96 5.9 3.2 2.5 1.4 C
]DO6 0 -0.055: 1.27 0.66 :-0.66 1.4 51 0 26, 0.0 2
D0706B00 0.055 1.29 0.81 0.62 1.11 6.2 5.2 5.4 0.0 2S
1505231306" :0.060: 1.36 0.216 :0.-38 04 6A 0,8 1. 0 1
DO519B00 0.060 1.32 0.42 0.52 0.71 5.6 1.4 1.7 1.8 2
D0919B00 0.060 1.27 0.50 0.50 0.80 4.7 1.6 1.8 1.6 2
D0609B00 0.060 1.25 0.58 0.52 0.88 4.7 1.9 2.0 1.5 CID1005BOO 0.060 1.24 0.64 0.55 0.96 4.3 2.3 2.1 1. 3 C
D0618B00 0.060 1.24 0.73 0.62 1.09 4.1 2.9 3.2 0.0 2S
D0705B00 0.060 1.21 0.87 0.70 1.30 4.9 6.1 6.2 0.0 25
Table C-2: Results from modulated wave experiments, part II.
C.2 More Results
The results in this section are presented in series of 4 subplots labeled from a to d. Subplot a
shows a partial time series of the subharmonic component of the gate rotation. The harmonic
part of the rotation was filtered out using a 64-pt FIR bandpass filter. Subplot b is a power
spectrum of the filtered time series in a which we shall refer to as the full gate spectrum. Subplot
c is the phase plane trajectory and associated Poincare map obtained by demodulating the carrier
frequency from time series in a. Finally, subplot d is a power spectrum of the demodulated
signal in c. One useful interpretation of the power spectrum in d is that it represents the
spectrum of the envelope of the gate rotation in a.
Gate 6 was chosen out of the 6 gates that we considered because it was the most center gate
and least susceptible to wall effects or other spatial irregularities. For absolute completeness, we
could have provided the plots for all six gates, but the subharmonic gate response does not vary
enough warrant separate detailed plots for each gate in a data set.
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Figure C-9: D0521B00, Q =0.025Hz, a =0.44
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Figure C-13: D0703B00, Q = 0.025Hz, a =0.79
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Figure C-16: D0513B00, 2 = 0.030Hz, a = 0.48
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Figure C-17: D1001B00, =0.030Hz, a =0.57
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Figure C-19: DO701B00, n =0.030Hz, a =0.85
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Figure C-20: DO711B00, l = 0.030Hz, a = 1.01
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Figure C-21: D0604B00, K2 =0.035Hz, a =0.37
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Figure C-22: D0512B00, Q = 0.035Hz, a = 0.56
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Figure C-23: D1000B00, = 0.035Hz, a = 0.65
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Figure C-24: D0614B00, L2 =0.035Hz, a =0.76
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Figure C-25: D0812B00, Q =0.035Hz, a =0.88
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Figure C-26: D0623B00, i = 0.035Hz, a = 0.97
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Figure C-27: DO710B00, Q =0.035Hz, a = 1.16
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Figure C-28: D0603B00, Q =0.045Hz, a =0.43
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Figure C-29: D0509B00, Q = 0.045Hz, a = 0.65
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Figure C-30: D0923B00, 2 = 0.045Hz, a = 0.77
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Figure C-31: D0612B00, = 0.045Hz, a =0.89
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Figure C-33: E1419B00, Q = 0.045Hz, a = 1.10
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Figure C-34: D0622B00, L2 =0.045Hz, a = 1.15
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Figure C-35: D0709B00, Q =0.045Hz, a = 1.29
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Figure C-36: D0601B00, Q = 0.050Hz, a = 0.48
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Figure C-37: DO508B00, Q =0.050Hz, a =0.70
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Figure C-38: E1518B00, 2 = 0.050Hz, oa =0.80
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Figure C-39: E1600BOO, 11 =0.050Hz, a =0.90
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Figure C-40: E1603B00, K = 0.050Hz, a = 0.99
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Figure C-41: E1607B00, 0 = 0.050Hz, a = 1.08
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Figure C-42: D0621B00, 0 = 0.050Hz, a = 1.12
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Figure C-43: E1610BOO, Q = 0.050Hz, a = 1.14
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Figure C-44: E1614B00, Q = 0.050Hz, a = 1.20
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Figure C-45: D0708B00, Q = 0.050Hz, a = 1.24
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Figure C-46: DO600B00, i = 0.055Hz, a = 0.50
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Figure C-47: D0920B00, Q =0.055Hz, a =0.80
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Figure C-48: DO61OB00, Q =0.055Hz, a =0.88
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Figure C-49: D1006B00, O =0.055Hz, a =0.96
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Figure C-50: D0620B00, Q = 0.055Hz, a = 1.04
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Figure C-51: D0706B00, Q = 0.055Hz, a = 1.11
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Figure C-52: D0523B00, 0 = 0.060Hz, a = 0.47
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Figure C-53: D0519B00, 9 = 0.060Hz, a = 0.71
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Figure C-54: D0919B00, O =0.060Hz, a =0.80
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Figure C-55: D0609B00, Q =0.060Hz, a =0.88
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Figure C-56: D1005B00, Q = 0.060Hz, a = 0.96
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Figure C-58: D0705B00, Q = 0.060Hz, a = 1.30
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